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Pints West has been named overall winner of CAMRA’s national 
magazine of the year award at the AGM and Members’ Weekend 
in Bournemouth in April 2017. Accepting his eighth award, Pints 

West editor Steve Plumridge said: “Once again, this award reflects the 
contributions by very many CAMRA members in the Bristol & District  
and Bath & Borders branch areas, and the support of our advertisers.” 

In presenting the award, Jackie Parker, CAMRA’s national executive 
director responsible for overseeing the competition, highlighted the 
magazine’s excellent mix of local and national campaigning articles, 
clear and attractive layout and quality of images as winning features. 

Pints West has been overall winner of the award six times since 2001, 
and also won most improved magazine and ‘highly commended’ 
during that time. Like other branch magazines, it is written, designed 
and distributed (10,000 copies) entirely by CAMRA volunteers. 
Advertising revenue just about covers print costs, so our huge thanks 
to all those who support CAMRA in this way. And there’s mutual 
benefit; a new brewery advertiser recently noted that “the ads have 
generated enquiries from pubs we haven’t had contact with before so 
they have had the desired effect”.

Pints West is the best
Around a dozen local members 
travelled to Bournemouth for 
the weekend, enjoying real ale in 
several micropubs in the area as 
well as some classic, traditional 
public houses and, of course, 
the extensive members’ beer 
festival in the AGM venue. The sun 
shone too. Next year’s AGM and 
Members’ Weekend takes place at 
the University of Warwick – easy 
to get to from Bristol, so if you’re 
a member, why not join us (and 
possibly witness another Pints 
West win)?

Congratulations to Steve for his 
editorial skill in creating a well-
balanced, readable and informative magazine for CAMRA members 
and anyone interested in good real ale and pubs.

Lesly Huxley 

The twentieth annual CAMRA Bristol Beer Festival ran from 
Thursday 23rd to Saturday 25th March 2017 at Brunel’s Old 
Station, Temple Meads, Bristol – and what a great event it was! 

Tickets for three of the five public sessions literally sold out within a 
few hours of going on sale and all the remaining tickets sold out well 
in advance of the festival, demonstrating the high level of demand. 
Behind the scenes there were a few logistical issues that made life 
interesting for the organisers, however challenges were overcome 
and a great range of real ale, cider and perry was presented to 
the enthusiastic crowds. New for this year was a beer festival app 
(available on Android and iOS) which seemed to prove very popular 
with those attending the festival.

At the Thursday afternoon trade session the results of the Bristol 
& District CAMRA branch Pub of the Year 2017 competition were 
announced (winner Drapers Arms, runner-up the Lime Kiln) as well as 
the results of the LocAle of the Festival competition. This saw New 
Bristol Brewery Super Deluxe Stout named as the winner and Bath Ales 
Prophecy as runner-up.

The range of beer available tends to vary across the festival as some 
beers can take longer than expected to be in quite the condition that 
we are happy to sell them and of course beers do sell out. The festival 
opened to the public on Thursday evening with 125 different real ales 
on sale. The final  session on Saturday evening opened with 103 real 
ales and closed with 64 still available. So once again, there was still a 
good number of beers right up to the very end.

Thanks should be noted for all the unpaid CAMRA volunteers that put 
in the time and effort to organise and run the event. We would also like 
to record our gratitude to the 2017 event sponsors, Purity (glasses), St 
Austell/Bath Ales (staff T-shirts), RCH (beer festival app), Bristol Beer 
Factory (beer tokens), Wye Valley (games), and Castle Combe (cellar 
team T-shirts). Plus a special mention for Rab Clarke of the Eldon 
House for supplying the bar counters.

Charity donations from customers in the form of cash or unused tokens 
were up this year totalling £1,663.48 which was shared evenly between 
the National Autistic Society and PROPS (a local charity providing 
opportunities and support for those with special needs).

You can check out a range of pictures from the event and watch ‘Bristol 
Beer Festival 2017: The Movie’ by going to www.camrabristol.org.uk/
festival.html. Richard Brooks

Bristol Beer 
Festival 2017

OPENING TIMES: MON-SAT FROM 12PM. SUN FROM 2PM.
FOOD served 12-3pm mon-fri - SUN pies from 2pm

passage street, Bristol BS2 0JF

“one of the cheapest places in the city to enjoy 
a beer, particularly when the pub always has 

a choice of four high quality real ales on draught.”
BRISTOL POST, PUB OF THE WEEK, JAN 2015

bridgeinnbristol.co.uk

BRISTOL
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It’s just five years since the idea of micropubs came to popular 
national attention when Martyn Hillier was featured in the Sunday 
Times running the Butcher’s Arms in Herne, Kent. This micropub 

actually opened in 2005, and Hillier is often quoted talking about 
changes to the licensing act of 2003 that made it a lot easier to get 
change of use on a premises and set up independent hostelries and put 
his dream into practice. According to the Micropub Association there 
are now over 350 micropubs across the UK, serving real ale in settings 
without entertainment and noisy or intrusive jukeboxes, games 
machines, etc. 

Articles have appeared in previous issues of Pints West about the 
increasing interest in micropubs, with speculation that the next one 
would likely be the Cat & Bear in Brislington. Unfortunately, that did 
not come about. However, in April a notice quietly appeared on what 
was once a stationer’s shop on Fishponds Road in Fishponds. It was a 
short statement defining what a micropub is, and was pasted up on the 
whited-out windows. This marked the intention of Johnny Fallon to see 
the change of use of the retail unit to Snuffy Jack’s Ale House, Bristol’s 
newest micropub. And just days before Pints West was due to go to the 
printers, it was announced that planning permission had been granted! 
Work then started immediately with the hope of it opening early to 
mid of June. We’ll obviously bring you more on this in the next issue.

Bristol’s first micropub, the Drapers Arms on Gloucester Road, is now 
18 months old after opening in December 2015. This April Bristol & 
District CAMRA named this their pub of the year 2017. As winner of 
the branch award, the pub will go forward to the South West regional 
phase of the national CAMRA pub of the year competition. Garvan 
Hickey, co-founder of the Drapers Arms, said, “We’re obviously both 
delighted and honoured to be chosen as the CAMRA Bristol & District 
Pub of the Year, particularly as the judging is done by people who really 
love and appreciate beer, something Vince and I are very keen on.” 

When explaining the reasons why he and Vince Crocker were 
motivated to open a micropub, he said, “All we wanted to do was to 
open the kind of place, on the Gloucester Road, we’d both like to drink 
beer in. We wanted somewhere that anyone could enjoy a very decent 
pint, on their own or with friends, where talking and socialising was the 
focus rather than TVs, jukeboxes or fruit machines. We feel we’ve done 
that. We’re very pleased with the result, and it looks like a good few 
others are as well.” 

When asked why he thought the Drapers Arms was successful, Roger, 
one of the pub’s regulars enjoying a pint of Defiant by Keep Brewing in 
Nailsworth, said, “It’s funny how you can build a great atmosphere in a 
pub by taking things away, that’s why we enjoy coming, and of course 
the beer!” 

This micropub is always busy with Bishopston and Horfield locals. 
Garvan says that over the Easter weekend this year the Drapers had 
their own beer festival and sold 34 firkins of real ale. “Our beer-buying 
philosophy is simple,” explains Garvan. “We want to buy 90% from 
the surrounding area, Bristol of course, but Wiltshire, Somerset, 
South Wales, Gloucestershire and Worcestershire, and make 99% of 
sales from microbreweries where we can. Look at what we have on 
our board tonight – most of those areas are represented. We don’t 
spend time testing the beers or anything, we like to buy in what looks 
interesting, new beers, and introduce them to our customers who have 

The Bristol micropub revolution

Mark Farrell (right) and customers outside Chums

keen interest in trying things out. Since we opened we have sold over 
350 different beers from over 100 breweries. We like to keep at least 
one traditional bitter, an IPA and a stout/porter on tap everyday. We 
give a 30p a pint discount to CAMRA members, don’t forget!” 

On the matter of future plans Garvan said, “People are always asking 
us  if we are going to open another one, but I have to say I can’t 
imagine it. We are very happy with the way things are going at the 
Drapers. We think our customers are too. We’ll be doing more of the 
same. I have to say that since we opened we have done much more 
business than we expected. That might make us brilliant businessmen, 
who have been very lucky, but rubbish planners!” 

Over in Redland, Bristol’s second micropub, Chums, celebrated its first 
birthday in April. Owner Mark Farrell described how nearly 100 people 
attended the celebrations throughout the afternoon and evening, 
celebrations which included a bit of music from local band Gypsy’s Kiss. 

“Yes, our first year’s trading has been really good,” Mark said. “I’d say I 
have done 50% more business than I thought when I opened the place. 
I have extended the length of bar so that we can serve people more 
easily. Some Fridays we have three people behind the bar as it gets 
that busy.” Mark explains that he likes to keep six ales on, with Butty 

Chums
MicroPub

   
  22 Chandos Road, Redland

Bristol BS6 6PF

(Last drinks served 30 minutes
before closing)

Opening Times
Monday to Thursday

4pm-10.30pm
Friday-Saturday
12noon-11pm

Sunday
12noon-10pm

BEER & CIDER FESTIVAL
23-25 SEPTEMBER

M s icrm oPu  h ubC
FREE HOUSE Est. 2016

22 Chandos Road, Redland
Bristol BS6 6PF

 
 T. 0117 973 1498

www.chumsmicropub
 email: chumsbristol@

.co.uk
gmail.com

Premises destined to become Snuffy 
Jack’s micropub

Bach from Wye Valley having become a regular and local favourite, 
plus a good range of ciders. 

Mark attributes his success to the locals of Redland and Cotham. 
“Yes, and the fact he is a damn good landlord,” chips in Guy Cowper, 
a regular here. “Well,” says Mark, “I have to say that local CAMRA 
members are also part of the success. We offer them a 30p a pint 
discount, and I know some locals have rejoined so they can benefit 
from that. We also have a lot of interaction with the Drapers Arms. We 
sort of make referrals between the two places.” 

Chris, another regular sipping his pint of Butcombe, said, “I used 
to drink somewhere else, but when this opened I thought it would 
be interesting to try it, and the beer here is always good. People 
actually sit and talk together, so there is something special about the 
atmosphere, and of course having rejoined as a CAMRA member I 
enjoy that discount on the price of a pint.”  

“That’s right,” continues Mark. “One thing we can do is buy beer at a 
reasonable price per barrel direct from the brewers, and that means 
we can offer our customers great value. When you look at the price of 
a pint in some pubs, over £4.50 a pint in many and up to £7 in some 
places, we are always better value than that!” 

On thoughts for the future Mark says, “These places are the way 
forward, getting more people involved in beer and keeping it local 
for the customer and the brewer. I might possibly look at opening a 
second. The thought has crossed my mind looking at potential places.”

What’s next for Bristol?  Well, perhaps it will be somewhere in 
Brislington after all. The Board Mill Trust at St Annes Park are also busy 
consulting the local community, raising funds and developing their 
expertise (taking up the offer to consult with Garvan at the Drapers) 
as they set out on their journey to open a community hub/micropub to 
serve their community. It could be them. Vive la revolution! Quietly.

Bianca Ambrose

consolidates and gathers steam

Garvan Hickey (right) and Vince Crocker 
at the Drapers Arms

Bristol & District CAMRA 
Pub of the Year 2017
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Big plans for Bath Ales and Beerd
A new general manager has been appointed at Bath Ales. He is 

Tim McCord who is based at Hare House (now to be known 
as Hare Brewery) and he starts with the big challenge of 

overseeing installation of the new brewery at the same location. 
However, Tim has great experience in the brewing business having 
been involved in the trade since 1987. Among his many roles Tim 
was sales director at Holsten until 1992, and he moved to a similar 
role with Labatts in 1995, during which time it was taken over by 
Interbrew (their first global acquisition). He later spent 10 years at 
Whitbread (when they were still involved with beer) in a number of 
different departments which included sales, pub group strategy and 
customer services. Later Tim became a consultant, and over eight 
years worked in various assignments such as managing director at 
Dartmoor Brewery, before moving on to Exmoor to help establish 
their new brewery, and latterly setting up the Salcombe brewery near 
Kingsbridge, South Devon. 

As regards the big Bath Ales expansion move, it is all systems go. 
Finance has been secured, and work will start in July on the state-of-
the-art, all-new brewery. Work has already started on refurbishing 
and remodelling the existing Hare House building, which presently 
contains the offices and shop. The investment will double the available 
brewing capacity and, once complete, there will be a total annual 
brewing capacity of up to 50,000 brewers’ barrels (more than 14.5 
million pints). New bottling and canning facilities are also planned. The 

brewery design will give Bath Ales the capability of creating new beer 
styles in cask, keg, bottles and cans, for example the plans include a 
lauter tun, which will enable them to brew traditional continental style 
lagers alongside their existing range of ales. While 
the new brewery is being built the existing plant 
will continue to brew, and when the new plant is 
commissioned and fully up-and-running, the plan 
is to run down and eventually close the old brewery.

British company Musk Engineering Ltd, who 
have worked on brewery upgrades at St Austell 
(who now own Bath Ales), will be responsible for 
the fitting out and installation of the new four-
vessel brew house. Civil engineering work on the 
brewery space will start in July, and work on the 
brewery itself will get underway in September, with 
completion planned for March 2018.

On the beer front, Prophecy, the new Bath Ales 
bitter which was selected for the ‘LocAle’ bar at the 
Bristol Beer Festival, was awarded runner-up beer 
of the festival. Not a bad way to launch a new ale! 
There have been many favourable comments about 
this beer – even from those who are not great fans 
of Gem. Barnsey also won the Bronze award for 
the Strong Bitter class in the CAMRA South West 
judging for this year’s Champion Beer of Britain.

New general manager for Bath Ales, Tim McCord (right)
with Prophecy creator, brewer Darren James

From the beginning of May Bath Ales have streamlined their portfolio 
of flagship beers, complete with new branding designs, and it now 
comprises Gem, Prophecy and Barnsey. The seasonals (Golden Hare, 
Forest Hare and Festivity) will continue, as will Bath Ales Special Pale 
Ale (formerly S.P.A., SPA, and Spa), available locally. It looks like there 
won’t be any Rare Hare or Summer’s Hare this year, but a number 
of new beers are planned for 2018 when the new brewery has been 
commissioned.

To try and clarify the status of Bath Ales’ pubs, which seems to change 
each issue of Pints West, the following are managed: Beerd on St 
Michael’s Hill and Beerd in the Colston Hall, Colston Street Bar & 
Kitchen (also in the Colston Hall), Graze in both Bath and Bristol, and 
the Wellington in Horfield. The Hare on the Hill in Kingsdown has been 
sold and also Beerd in Oxford, but the latter is still called Beerd for 
the time being. Graze in Cirencester is now called the Hare and is now 
tenanted, as are the Hop Pole and the Salamander in Bath, and the 
Swan in Swineford. Clear now? Good.

As for Bath Ales’ Beerd Brewery, the good news is that it still features 
big-time in the new plans. However, to fit in with the layout for the 
new brewery, the existing plant will have to be moved from its present 
location, across the floor space in Hare House. This means that 
production of Beerd ales will slow down, and depend on capacity in the 
existing Bath Ales brewery, until the Beerd plant is recommissioned 
and up-and-running in its new location. Check out the next issue of 
Pints West for the latest situation.

Roy Sanders

Hare Brewery - the vision

Some of the St Austell and Bath Ales crew inside Hare House. 
The far corner is where Beerd has to move to.

With his time split between the Drapers Arms – Bristol & District 
CAMRA’s new Pub of the Year – and his Ashley Down brewery, Vince 
Crocker is a very busy chap. He continues to brew regularly and sells all 
he makes locally. Since my last report in Pints West issue 111, Vince has 
brewed a few new and different beers.  

At the end of last autumn Vince brewed two green-hop beers, Harvest 
Gamble, a 4% golden beer brewed using fresh hops picked from 
bines growing at the back of his garage/brewery, and St Michael and 
All Angels, a 4.3% pale ale using hops growing in the car park of the 
church on Pig Sty Hill, Gloucester Road.  

In the winter, as well as his regular dark beers Red Stoat, Plum 
Porter and Extra Stout, Vince got hold of some London ESB yeast 
and brewed an extra strong bitter called ZB 37 (it seemed as good a 
name as any at the time). This is a 6% golden/light amber, full-bodied, 
rich, fruity beer with big malt flavours and a long mellow bitter finish. 
Although no longer available in cask, Vince has set aside 200 bottles 
that should hopefully be available by the time you read this in County 
Convenience Stores (Derby Road), Grape & Grind, Brewers Droop, and 
Corks of Cotham and North Street.     

Ashley Down is in the habit of brewing a couple of wheat beers each 
summer. Out at the moment is Lux Wheat, a 5.7% spicy unfined 
(vegan and veggie friendly) wheat beer with big clove and banana 
aromas and flavours from start to finish. Later in the summer Vince 
says he plans to brew another lower-gravity wheat beer, some of which 
might be bottled.     

When I visited Vince at the brewery for this article, I interrupted him 
racking (casking up) a gyle of Remedy. By coincidence he was racking 
a Remedy when I popped in to see him for my last article in issue 111. 
Remedy is a dark amber 4% session bitter using English Pilgrim and 
Progress hops (he could have called it Pilgrim’s Progress but perhaps 
the Pilgrim Brewery in Surrey might complain as they have a beer 
called Progress!). During our conversation Vince told me that he didn’t 
think Sideways (a 3.7% straw-coloured refreshing session beer and his 
only truly hoppy beer) had the same flavour profile as earlier brews.  
Vince said that recently he has been using loose-leaf Galaxy hops and 
even though he had increased the dosage he felt that they didn’t have 
the same impact as the pelleted form. I’ve not noticed this; has anyone 
else? I’d certainly not like to see this beer fall out of the Ashley Down 
range.   

Vince says that he regularly has visitors when he is brewing and that 
sometimes they interrupt his concentration. Recently, whilst brewing 
his Brewers Best, a 4.4% best bitter, interruptions resulted in mistakes 
and Drapers Best was born, and a pretty good cock-up it is. The 4.7% 
full-bodied amber best bitter, with a Goldings, Fuggles and Boadicea 
hop finish, was so well received that Vince has repeated the mistakes 
and Drapers Best will be available again mid/late June. Luckily my 
interruption to the racking did not have any impact, but I couldn’t help 
thinking if interruptions produce beers like Drapers Best then long may 
they continue.

Vince is still looking for a new, bigger home locally for the Ashley Down 
brewery, so all suggestions welcome.

Tony Durbin

Welcome interruptions at 
Ashley Down brewery
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The reinvigorated ‘Bristol and District CAMRA Ladies Who Love 
Beer’ – aka ‘BAD Ladies’ – have had a really busy couple of 
months this spring.  Just by chance much of it has been spent 

in Cotham. The 2017 events began with a celebration of International 
Women’s Day on March 8th. International Women’s Day is a worldwide 
celebration of the social, economic, cultural and political achievement 
of women. Since 2013 an initiative called ‘International Women’s 
Collaboration Brew Day’, or IWCBD, has run alongside other events 
on March 8th to raise awareness of women in the brewing industry, 
and work against gender bias and sexism in what is, after all, a male-
dominated industry (see #IWCBD to find out more). 

BAD Ladies were really lucky to be given the chance to take part in a 
brew day hosted and sponsored by Brewhouse & Kitchen in Cotham, 
Bristol. Will Bradshaw, the head brewer, spent the day talking us 
through the brewing process, and encouraging the BAD Ladies to 
supervise the mash boil and sparging process, dig out the spent 
mash, and help regulate the cooling and heating processes of the final 
hopping stages.  Will put together a recipe for an oatmeal IPA using 
Equinox hops. The brew day was accompanied with Will’s masterclass 
tasting of different beer styles and a discussion about the finer points 
of brewing whilst we waited for the different stages to complete.  

The master brewer from Tiny Rebel, Sarah Hughes, was with us for the 
day too, and added more comment about the chemistry and alchemy 
of the brewing process as well as letting us know more about the 
expansion plans at Tiny Rebel. The company is building a new brewery 
in Rogerstone, Newport which will give them an increased capacity to 
brew, can, and sell in a tap-room, up to 20,000 litres a day or 5 million 
litres a year. All overseen by a female brewer! Brilliant!

The ladies who love beer left the brew day full of anticipation about 
what the beer would taste like after the final fermentation. So we 
did indeed return on March 30th when 15 of us (and some of their 
significant others) got the chance to be the first to drink a pint or 
two of ‘Unite Local’ (4.2% ABV). This was the name was used by 
brewers around the globe taking part in IWCBD to signify the female 
brewed beer made that day. If it is still on, you’ll find the same beer at 
Brewhouse & Kitchen now called ‘The Equinox’. It was a super brew, a 
great velvety mouthfeel, with the bit of extra body given by the oats 
creating a great balance against the sharp, fresh and grassy flavours of 
the Equinox hops.  

In April the BAD Ladies met during a Saturday afternoon at the 
upstairs meeting room at the Brewhouse & Kitchen, this time to 
learn much more about the tasting and description of beer, in a beer 
appreciation course led by Helen Featherstone. Helen sits on the 

CAMRA Bristol & District 
tasting panel, so is an 
expert assessor of beer 
styles and flavours. Eight 
BAD Ladies began the 
course by tasting different 
solutions of salt, sour, 
sweet and bitter flavours. 
This exercise demonstrated 
how much variation there 
was in individual palates. 
Three of the BAD Ladies 
taking part were extremely 
sensitive to even to the 
weakest solution of bitter 
hop oil. We thought this 
might be the reason why 
their favourite beer styles 
were stouts and milds 
rather than very hoppy 
IPAs. With our palates 
calibrated, Helen took us 

through the main aroma and flavour descriptors, and related these 
back to the hops, grains and esters used and produced in the brewing 
process. We also learnt more about the CAMRA beer style guidelines, 
including enough to know what distinguishes a bitter from a best bitter 
and a strong bitter. Emma, the bar manager at Brewhouse & Kitchen, 
was really, really helpful running up and down stairs for us, supplying 
clean glasses and jugs of beer, as we worked through a selection of 
the Brewhouse & Kitchen brews available that afternoon. We tried five 
beers in all, including contrasting the flavours and styles of Crockers, 
the 3.6% house bitter, with Hornigold, a 3.9% golden ale, and Treason 
at 5.5%. We also tried Teardrop American Pale Ale (4.8%) in two 
different delivery formats, cask and keg. That was really interesting, 
the head, aroma and flavour profile of the two was quite different. The 
BAD Ladies could not be drawn on which was best …. they were just 
different. Helen explained the advantages of cask-conditioned and keg 
beers to the consumer as well as the publican or brewer. 

All in all it was a very educational spring. This sets the BAD Ladies up 
well for the next set of events. If you would like to join, these are our 
plans for the rest of the year, each on a Saturday afternoon from 2pm 
till 6pm.

June 10th:  Historic Harbourside East
Making the most of summer we’ll take the ferry boats to move between 
three historic harbourside taverns, starting from the Bridge Inn. 

September 16th:  Round Redland
Take a bus to Whiteladies 
Road, or the train to either 
Clifton Down or Redland 
stations, to join the trip 
round three of Redland’s 
finest, starting from the 
Jersey Lily. 

November 11th:  Clifton 
circuit
Sneak in a bit of Christmas 
shopping before we start a 
stroll around Clifton to visit 
three brilliant pubs, starting 
from the Landsdown. 

Further details can be found 
on the CAMRA Bristol & 
District website, or contact 
me, Bianca Ambrose, on 
07723020223.

Bianca Ambrose

BAD Ladies 
have been busy with the International Women’s 
brewing event and learning to better appreciate beer

Pub of the Year
Our congratulations go to Vince Crocker and 
Garvan Hickey as the Drapers Arms has won 
our highest accolade of being named as Bristol 
& District CAMRA branch Pub of the Year. 

The competition of course considers beer 
quality, however it also includes other factors 
such as the appearance and cleanliness of 
the pub, the service, welcome and offering 
and the community focus and atmosphere. 
Considering that the Drapers Arms is a 
micropub that only opened in November 
2015, now winning branch Pub of the Year is 
particularly impressive and shows how much 
has been achieved in a comparatively short 
space of time. As part of its ever-changing 
beer range, all served by gravity direct from 
the cask, the Drapers Arms sells beers brewed 
by Vince at nearby Ashley Down brewery, as 
well as others, and has a focus on conversation 
– there is no music or TV here. This all clearly 
proved to be the right formula to win over the 
judges. As the winner of the branch award the 
Drapers Arms will go forward to the South 
West regional phase of the national CAMRA 
Pub of the Year competition.

The branch dropped by the Drapers Arms 
on Tuesday 2nd May to present the official 
version of their certificate. 

We then proceeded to the Lime Kiln to 
present Paul Wratten with his well-deserved 
certificate as Pub of the Year runner-up. The 
current incarnation of the pub as run by Paul 
(it was formerly the Horse & Groom) is also 
fairly new and it goes to show how vibrant 
the pub scene is in Bristol that such recent 
additions to the pub scene can be rated so 
highly.

LocAle of the Festival
Due to some work being undertaken at the 
brewery, the presentation for New Bristol 
Brewery has unfortunately been postponed 
until after this edition of Pints West comes out. 

Regardless of the lack of a photograph, we 
would like to compliment them on their 
excellent Super Deluxe Stout which wowed 
the judges (including guest judge Ashley Fox 
MEP) at the 2017 CAMRA Bristol Beer Festival 
with its rich coffee and vanilla flavours and was 
named LocAle of the Festival. 

Bath Ales Prophecy was awarded runner-up 
in the competition and we were able to make 
their presentation at the Wellington pub in 
Horfield, where Darren James (senior brewer) 
and Karin Ashwell (marketing manager) were 
present to receive the certificate. Of course 
we also took the opportunity to sample some 
more Bath Ales Prophecy at the Wellington.

Richard Brooks

Pub of the Year and LocAle of the 
Festival award presentations
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Good Chemistry – one of a number of breweries now based in 
East Bristol – continues to go from strength to strength. The 
last few months has seen it grow, and the team expanding with 

Sam Curley joining Bob and Kelly at GCHQ, allowing the company to 
make big leaps forward during the spring.

Recently Good Chemistry has been brewing a beer with help from 
the staff at the Gallimaufry on Gloucester Road, and In Our Nature 
can now be found exclusively on cask there. The evening of its launch 
was marked by a food and Good Chemistry beer pairing menu, and all 
those who attended (along with many who didn’t) hope that it will be 
the first of many.

April’s East Bristol Brewery Trail over the May bank holiday weekend 
was a spectacular success, with unprecedented numbers of people 
(including from as far as America and Norway) attending Good 
Chemistry and four other nearby breweries (Arbor, Dawkins, Moor 
and Left Handed Giant). GCHQ became a Hawaiian paradise to mark 
the relaunch of the tropical Kokomo Weekend, and the handsome 
bar staff at GCHQ served more than 1,500 people over the weekend – 
selling more than a pint a minute across the two days – backed by the 
music of the resident DJs. Bob and Kelly would like to thank everyone 
who attended the East Bristol Brewery Trail; hopefully the quality of 
the beer made the queue to the bar more than worth it. Look out for 
details about the next one, which may include a sixth brewery joining 
in with the fun.

May saw two tap takeover events. One was at the City Arms, Cardiff, 
which was combined with a quiz where the Good Chemistry team 

came third, apparently 
the best-ever placing 
of a team of brewers 
during a tap takeover! 
Closer to home, Friday 
May 12th saw Good 
Chemistry back at the 
Tobacco Factory in 
Bedminster, following 
their tap takeover of last 
July which was the first 
of its kind at this North Street venue. With food available from BEATS 
(Bristol Eats) collective, the hundreds of people in attendance had 
a choice of ten Good Chemistry beers on sale across two bars, all of 
which sold out by the end of the night.

Also in May, Kelly went back to her roots to speak at a ‘Women in Beer’ 
event at the Wave Maiden in Portsmouth, which was informative, 
interesting and really positive. The final event of the month saw 
GCHQ hosting three evenings of weird and wonderful science talks 
as part of the ‘Pint of Science’ festival. All who attended found the 
talks educational and entertaining, and even the liberal arts graduates 
behind the bar managed to learn something.

Over the summer, you’re likely to be able to find the following beers 
on sale in Bristol, Bath, Cardiff, Cheltenham and further afield: Natural 
Selection, a 4% hoppy pale ale on cask and keg; Business Casual, a 
4.1% modern-hopped saison, available in bottle and keg; Wild Forest, 
a 4.2% wheat beer brewed with Vietnamese pepper, in bottle and 
keg; Solar Impulse, available on cask, keg and in bottle, a hoppy pale 
ale which has been given extra oomph this summer, raising it to 5%; 
and Field Work, a 5.1% farmhouse saison, in bottle and keg. (Good 
Chemistry’s bottled beers are all bottle-conditioned, i.e. ‘real ale in a 
bottle’.)

In addition to the above, coming soon are two new beers, including a 
3.8% bitter brewed with English hops, and fermented in one of Good 
Chemistry’s open-top fermenters. This will be available in cask only, 
so look out for it in Bristol and beyond later in the summer. The other 
new beer on offer is a collaboration with record label Holy Roar, which 
will be a strong, hoppy stout available in keg and bottle. This will  be 
launched simultaneously in June at Brixton’s Ghost Whale in London 
and at a gig at the Crofters Rights in Stokes Croft.

With all these beers on offer and plenty of events coming up at the 
brewery and further afield – including on HMS Warrior in Portsmouth 
at the end of July – the summer of 2017 promises to be a great few 
months for fans of Good Chemistry. Keep up to date with all the news 
on Twitter, Facebook or www.goodchemistrybrewing.co.uk. 

Stephen Edmonds

Good Chemistry goes 
from strength to strength

Bob Cary, Kelly Sidgwick and Sam Curley     (photo by Adam Gasson)

Brewed for the Gallimaufry  (photo by James Koch)
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This year, 2017, marks 35 years of Kevin Stone’s ownership of the 
Rising Sun in Frampton Cotterell, and also ten years since he 
established the Great Western Brewery (GWB) at Hambrook, on the 

site of the former Turners bakery. 

The daily working of the brewery involves all members of Kevin’s family, 
particularly his son Ashley (pictured) as the head brewer – now assisted by 
new recruit Will Dowling, formerly of Loose Cannon brewery – and as part 
of the celebrations of these major milestones they are planning a special 
brew for October, more of which in the next issue. 

Continuing the monthly special brews, never ones to miss a naming idea, 
for May and June they have been brewing Malty McMaltFace, a 4.3% best 
bitter with a deep amber colour. This is brewed using caramel and stone 
fruit flavours, giving a bittersweet finish. 

This is to be followed in June by Summer Nights, a 3.8% pale ale with a 
light gold colour. It is brewed using an Australian hop called Summer, and 
with a caramel maltiness, and subtle fruits producing a crisp finish.

As part of the strategy of aligning beers with food, GWB has developed 
Bengal Bay IPA (5.0% ABV) as a perfect drink to enjoy with spicy Indian 
dishes. This beer is a blend of hops and malt to create a lemon citrus 
aroma, producing a zesty tropical taste with a balanced dry bittersweet 
finish. The beer is available in 500ml bottles.

GWB beers are 
regularly available 
at the Great British 
Beer Festival, and 
included this year 
should be those 
regular favourites 
of Old Higby (4.8%) 
and Moose River 
(5.0%). 

The Rising Sun will 
again be holding 
their annual beer 
festival (called 
Sun Fest) between 
21st and 23rd 
July. There is no 
admission charge 
for this event, but 
a collection will 
held for the ‘Help 
for Heroes’ charity. 
An event not to be 
missed.

Keith Morey

A year of important milestones for GWB

Real Ales
Direct To 
The Public

Hambrook, 
Bristol, 

BS16 1RF

Brewery Shop Opening Hours
Mon - Fri 10:00am - 5:00pm
Saturday 10:00am -  2:00pm

 Order Online At www.gwbrewery.co.uk

GREAT WESTERN BREWING COMPANY

SPRING OUT, SUMMER IN
Light Gold in colour. 

Brewed with an all malt 
mash. A mix of North 

and South hemishpere 
hops, namely Summer, 

from Australia, added at 
the end of the boil gives 

a pleasant fruitiness.

A session beer that will 
make you want “just one 

more”

YOU can now wear Pints West! 
T-shirts, polo shirts, sweat shirts and 
fleeces are now available to order with an 
embroidered Pints West logo on the left 
breast. All are available in navy, black, bottle 
green, grey, red, dark royal, purple and 
burgundy, and in sizes S, M, L, XL and XXL. 
All except the fleeces are also available in 
jade, sky blue, gold and white.
Make cheques payable to “Bristol & District 
CAMRA”, and post your order to 19 Willada 
Close, Bedminster, Bristol BS3 5NG.  
Email enquiries to 
clothes@camrabristol.org.uk. 
Please allow up to 4 weeks for delivery. 

Wear Pints West Pints West Clothing Order Form
              Price each Quantity   Size   Colour
T-SHIRT     £16.00 .............    ..........     ...........................
POLO SHIRT £19.50 .............    ..........     ...........................
SWEAT SHIRT £21.50 .............    ..........     ...........................
FLEECE     £25.50 .............    ..........     ...........................

Prices include postage & packing.  If your order is for a selection of 
items more complex than this form can accommodate, please print 
your exact requirements on a separate sheet of paper.
NAME ...........................................................................................
ADDRESS .....................................................................................
......................................................................................................
........................................................ POSTCODE ..........................
EMAIL ADDRESS (in case of queries)
........................................................................................................
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In May I had the pleasure of attending the presentation of the 
certificate for the CAMRA Champion Winter Beer of Britain award 
for Old Freddy Walker. This took place at the Moor brewery tap in 

Days Road, Bristol. It was a big event with other winners from far and 
wide also in attendance to receive theirs. The picture shows Justin 
Hawke receiving the certificate from CAMRA national director Nik 
Antona.

This mighty strong old ale is a serial award-winner, also picking up the 
Bronze award for small pack beers at April’s SIBA awards at Tuckers 
Maltings in Newton Abbot. This was not the only award gathered 
there, as Moor’s Stout took the Gold award  in the Porters & Stouts 
category, and the Silver award overall.   

The big event for Moor coming up this summer is the ‘I want Moor’ 
festival, celebrating ten years of Moor Beer. This takes place over the 

More awards for Moor
weekend of 16th to 
18th June. At the 
Moor tap there will 
be  a beer festival 
featuring local 
and international 
breweries, which will 
include new and rare 
beers, plus a range of 
local food vendors.

This is not all. On the 
Friday evening there 
is a warm-up party at 
The Lanes in central 
Bristol – with beer, 
pizza and bowling. 
And on the Saturday 
evening there is 
a concert at the 
Exchange, featuring 
international bands, Berri Txarrak and State Ride, who have each brewed 
a special beer with Moor. (See www.moorbeer.co.uk/i-want-moor-fest and 
Moor’s social media feeds for further details.)

In other beer news, as well as the two band collaboration beers, an 
Imperial Keller beer has been brewed with another Bristol brewery, Lost 
& Grounded, which is based in Whitby Road. These beers and many more 
will be available at the ‘I want Moor’ festival. Also, look out for a beer 
brewed with Pint Shop, which run bars in Oxford and Cambridge. 

And finally, keep an eye out for their ‘Canbulance’ providing Moor’s 
canned beers at events this summer. The cans were the first to be 
approved by CAMRA as ‘real ale in a can’. Meanwhile, proprietor Justin 
Hawke likes to keep busy, and is also now vice chairman of SIBA. 

Phil Cummings

Refreshingly Traditional

38 Jacobs Wells Road . Clifton . Bristol
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Justin Hawke, the owner of Moor Beer based in Days Road, Bristol, 
was recently presented with the certificate for his Old Freddy 
Walker being awarded CAMRA’s Champion Winter Beer of Britain 

(CWBOB).  

But how did Old Freddy Walker come to take the crown at this year’s 
National Winter Ales Festival (NWAF) in Norwich from last year’s 
winner, Marble’s Chocolate Marble? As I’ve volunteered at the last two 
NWAFs and assisted with the CWBOB competition judging both times, 
I’ll try to explain.

Thirty-four beers were judged in the CWBOB competition this year, 
split across the following four beer categories: Barley Wines and Strong 
Old Ales; Stouts; Porters; and Old Ales and Strong Milds.

To be one of the thirty-four finalists, the beer will have been judged 
best in class by local tasting panels and regional beer festivals, with 
the best of each category from each region getting to the final 
competition in Norwich.

All beers in the CWBOB competition are judged blind, meaning that 
no tasting judge is able to know anything about each beer other than 
its style and if it is unfined (as Moor’s Old Freddy Walker is). In the first 

round of judging, a panel for 
each category is convened, 
with each beer being judged for 
aroma, taste, aftertaste, body, 
and the overall impression for 
its style. 

In Old Freddy Walker’s case, as 
a strong old ale, it was judged 
against seven other barley 
wines and strong old ales, at 
the same time as the judging in 
the other beer styles was taking 
place by different panels on other tables. At the end of the deliberation 
on the barley wines and strong old ales panel, results from each judge 
were collated, and it was announced that, for this category, Orkney’s 
Skull Splitter had won bronze, Lowestoft’s Green Jack’s Ripper Trippel 
had won silver, and Old Freddy Walker gold.

As a result, Old Freddy Walker went into the final competition 
judging, by a panel which was chaired by Christine Cryne, accredited 
beer judge and a former CAMRA director, and also included Colin 
Valentine, CAMRA’s national chairman, and other skilled beer tasters 
and brewers. In the final tasting panel, Old Freddy Walker was judged 
against the other category winners, Magic Rock’s Dark Arts (stout), 
Black Galloway from Sulwath Brewers (porter) and the Grainstore’s 
Rutland Beast (old ales and strong milds). Again judged using the same 
criteria, Old Freddy Walker was determined to be the best beer out 
of the four, and was crowned Champion Winter Beer of Britain for the 
second time (the first being back in 2004). 

Having been judged CWBOB, it instantly became even more popular 
than normal at NWAF, with all four of its firkins selling out very quickly, 
with the hard-working volunteer who travelled all the way from Bristol 
making sure it remained in great condition through regular quality-
control checks.

As a result of this triumph, Old Freddy Walker is automatically entered 
into the final judging for the overall Champion Beer of Britain at the 
Great British Beer Festival in August. Can it go one better and win this 
award too?

Stephen Edmonds

Judging the Champion 
Winter Beer of Britain

It’s been a busy but good few months for Incredible Brewing 
Company in Brislington, Bristol, with work on the brewery 
expansion progressing, albeit slower than anticipated. But, deo 

volente, by the time you read this, Stephen ‘Mr Incredible’ Hall will be 
brewing with his new six-barrel kit.

Recent beer (and other) festivals have seen Incredible beers receiving 
plaudits, with the Black IPA selling out at the Bristol Beer Festival in 
March, and the 5.2% rye beer winning a bronze award at the South 
West SIBA festival in Newton Abbot in April. The Brandon Hill Beer 
Festival spread across four Bristol pubs in May welcomed Incredible’s 
Elderflower Ale, Nettle Beer and Coriander & Lime to give attendees 
a range of great flavours, and a Chocolate Stout was brewed for the 
Harbourside Taste Chocolate event over Easter.

The coming summer months will see Incredible beers available more 
in cask, keg and bottles for local bars, pubs and restaurants, but, if you 
can’t find what you’re looking for, a wide range of bottled Incredible 
beer can be ordered and delivered to you through their website, www.
incrediblebrewingcompany.com.

Out and about, Stephen Hall will be appearing at a number of events 
over the summer, including the Longleat Food Festival on June 10th 

Incredible Brewing

and 11th, the Berkeley Agricultural Show on June 25th, the Sandy 
Park Street Fair in Brislington on July 8th, and the Gloucester Food 
Festival on the weekend of July 28th to 30th. In addition, expect to see 
Incredible beers at the St Nick’s Night Market over the summer.

Here’s to an Incredible (and sunny) summer.
Stephen Edmonds
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The Annexe Inn
Seymour Road, Bishopston, Bristol

Tel: 0117 9427525

Enjoy a warm welcome 
and a pleasant atmosphere

A Real Ale Pub
 6 real ales – including 1 guest ale.
 Large conservatory with disabled facilities.
 Enclosed garden, open throughout the year.
 Lunchtime and evening menu – including  
  children’s menu.
 Handmade, stone-baked, build-your-own pizzas  
 served 4pm - 10.45pm.  £6.95 each or 2 for £12.  
 Sunday night to Thursday 2 for £10.
 All TV sports events covered.
 30p off a pint of real ale for over 60’s    
 and CAMRA members

Open:  11.30am - 3pm then 5pm - 11pm
All day Saturday, Sunday and bank holidays

Quiz night every Monday with rollover jackpot.
You can also enjoy various promotions and

special offers throughout the year.

It was reported in the last edition of Pints West that work had commenced at the Left 
Handed Giant (LHG) premises in the St Philips area of Bristol (which currently houses 
their small kit for brewing small-batch beers) to enable it to house a 10-barrel brewery 

later this year.  I am pleased to report that an order has recently been placed for the new 
brewkit. This will be almost identical to that currently used by 
the excellent Verdant brewery in Falmouth and should be up 
and running by September.

Although cask beer does not feature prominently in the LHG 
portfolio at present (though they do do some), the recent 
relaunch of the stubbies means that bottle-conditioned real 
ale is now part of their offering again. They are looking to 
upgrade their in-house bottling facility to increase the level of 
automation and hence the level of efficiency.

During my latest visit to the brewery, a pleasing development 
was the presence of a variety of wooden barrels for barrel-
ageing their beers; some of which were already in use. The 
range included red wine, white wine, port, rum, whisky and 
tequila. They have also recently ordered a foudre, essentially a large wooden barrel, used 
for ageing/souring beers.

The tap room at the brewery reopened in April, over the Easter weekend, which enabled 
them to prepare for the third East Bristol Brewery Trail a couple of weeks later. It will be 
open on Thursday and Friday evenings and Saturday afternoons throughout the summer 
months.

Dave Graham

As mentioned in the last edition of Pints West, work had 
commenced on the first Wiper & True bar on North Street in 
Bedminster.  I can now report that the Old Butcher’s, a joint 

venture with Ben Gatt from the Old Bookshop just a few doors away, 
is now open. The plan is to use this venue to host guided beer tastings 
on the first Thursday of each month featuring pilot brews of small-
batch beers. Although it is not intended to serve cask beer here, it 
does feature a range of their bottle-conditioned beers together with 
a carefully selected range of bottles from other respected breweries. 
What with Corks of North Street being just down the road and selling an 
excellent range of packaged beers, the motto ‘BS3 is the place to be’ 
seems to be rapidly catching on.

March saw the launch of Imperial Milk Stout: Hard Shake (10.7% 
ABV), the decadent big brother of Milk Stout: Milk Shake (5.6%), 
featuring chocolate malts, vanilla and cacao nibs. It has recently been 
brewed again at 10% ABV and the recipe has been adjusted such that 
the amount of vanilla has been reduced whilst the cacao nibs have 
been increased. Another recent brew is IPA: Returning Ernest, which 
was brewed using Vermont yeast and features the English hop Ernest. 

News of the Brews

Wiper & True

Left Handed Giant

Ben Gatt and Michael Wiper

This variety of hop, named after the legendary hop-breeder Ernest 
Salmon, was originally grown in the late 1950s but was abandoned 
because it was deemed to be too fruity! Both of the Hard Shake and 
Returning Ernest are available (bottle-conditioned) in 330ml bottles. 

During my latest visit to the brewery, it was pleasing to see a range of 
wooden barrels for barrel-ageing beers. Expect to see a barrel-aged 
version of Hard Shake in due course.

Dave Graham

There has been a lot going on 
behind the scenes at Cocksure, 
the relatively new brewery set up only a few months ago in 

Oldbury-on-Severn, near Thornbury.  Co-founders Dave and Calum 
have just recently been commissioning a new 10-barrel brew house. 

“Doubling up our brew house,” explains Calum, “means it now 
matches up with all our 10-barrel fermenting vessels and will allow 
us to maintain an even higher level of quality, as well as improve our 
efficiencies. As there are only two of us doing everything we need the 
help! The upgrade will also allow us to brew higher ABV beers, so keep 
an eye out throughout the rest of the year as our special editions will 
start to be released.”

The latest release in their core range, Session IPA, has proved very 
popular already and they are about to launch it in cans. Calum says 
the beer takes inspiration from the US market with the new wave of 

easier drinking IPAs. He describes it as having: “Tropical aromas of 
watermelon, pear and blueberries, which have been crafted with hefty 
late and dry hop additions of punchy American hops, including Mosaic 
and El Dorado, and combined with a well-balanced grain bill to give 
the beer an added texture and golden colour.”

The beer has been on sale in cask and keg format locally in, to name 
just a few places, the Famous Royal Navy Volunteer, Beer Emporium 
and Small Bar in King Street in Bristol, the Drapers Arms in Horfield, 
the Hawkes House in Thornbury, and the Garricks Head and Griffin in 
Bath, as well as further afield such as in the Bank in Taunton.

Having completed the brew house build, the next stage of the building 
process is to finish off their brewery tap, with plans to have it open in 
the summer. It is hoped this will allow them to be more accessible to 
the general public, as well as host group brewery tours, conferences 
and meetings. SP

Cocksure
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25 YEARS OLD
and looking better than ever

Dartmoor’s Finest
The UK’s highest brewery 
at 1,465ft above sea level, 
Dartmoor Brewery creates 
handcrafted cask conditioned 
real ales with authentic 
Dartmoor character from its 
heartland in Princetown. 

Dartmoor Brewery Ltd, 
Station Road, 
Princetown, Devon 
PL20 6QX

Telephone: 01822 890789  
Fax: 01822 890798  
www.dartmoorbrewery.co.uk

Advertise in Pints West
10,000 copies printed quarterly and distributed to 

hundreds of pubs throughout the region
Also available to read on-line at 

www.bristolcamra.org.uk
Contact Steve Plumridge Steve.Plumridge.PintsWest@gmail.com

Gold for Dawkins Ales
Dawkins have won yet more awards. The superlative 6.2% 

golden beer Ultra has fittingly been crowned the overall gold 
champion at the South West regional SIBA beer festival, held 

at Tuckers Maltings in April. A well-deserved award for its mighty hop 
punch taste! In addition their scrumptious 4.8% Foresters Dark won 
the category gold award for best dark cask beer at the festival.

Perhaps you were one of the happy throng sampling them recently 
at the brewery? They were available as part of the dozen beers on tap 
during the recent East Bristol Brewery Trail. It was a great weekend 
wander round the five breweries, and I hope all those who came 
along thoroughly enjoyed themselves! For those of you who don’t 
want to wait for the next brewery trail to come round, fortunately the 
application for a permanent tap room at Dawkins has been approved. 
So the brewery tap will be opening up throughout the summer initially 
on Fridays and Saturdays for all your Dawkins needs.

One more hoppy special available at the brewery was the new 4.5% 
Si Dora, an unfined golden ale made with Citra hops and the less 
common El Dorado variety (another strain nurtured in the Yakima 
Valley). The beer’s lovely, though the suggestion from Glen Dawkins 
that we should all be singing “We All Adore a Si Dora!” is falling on 
deaf ears in my case. Not least because the idea of crows following me 
round trying to steal my beer seems way too Hitchcock for me.

The Dawkins beers have been getting out and about gracing a large 
variety of other beer festivals this past quarter. From local pub festivals 
(at the Lansdown and the Inn on the Green) to CAMRA’s Bristol Beer 
Festival in March, the beers have been doing their best to delight 
drinkers and quench thirsts across the South West. They’ll also be at 
the Stoke Bishop beer festival (3rd June in the village hall) and the Rail 
Ale Gala on the West Somerset Railway 9-11 June. If you spot the beers 
there, give the casks a friendly wave (though to avoid getting funny 
looks from passers by, try not to be seen doing it).

The lovely Prince of Wales pub on Gloucester Road has also been 
showcasing the wide range of Dawkins beers throughout April in a ‘Tap 

Takeover Month’. If you missed it, there are also plans for several more 
tap takeovers across Bristol this year. So keep your eyes peeled, and 
come along and enjoy the next one.

Finally we should mention Glen Dawkins’ planned infiltration north 
of the border. He saw a former speciality hotdog bar (I kid you not) 
was available in the leafy Leith suburbs of Edinburgh and has snaffled 
it up. Especially as the cellar apparently has enough space for a 
microbrewery in it. Soon it will be offering a wide range of local ales 
and tasty food to discerning punters up there, under the revived Steel 
Coulson branding. But we’re sure he’ll also sneak in a few excellent 
(and award-winning) Bristol brews onto the bar and convert the locals 
of Leith into Dawkins drinkers yet.

Bob Gibson

Glen Dawkins (right) and Pete Howson, the ‘sales guy’

Will Bradshaw, head brewer at Bristol’s Brewhouse & Kitchen 
(on Cotham Hill near Clifton Down shopping centre) has 
been so busy brewing over the last few months that he’s 

having to install an additional two fermenting vessels to cope with his 
productivity. These new vessels will increase output and capacity by 
50% from previous levels, and will also allow more flexibility of beer 
range, with an unfiltered, dry-hopped Helles planned for release later 
in the summer.

At the SIBA South West competition at Tucker’s Maltings in Newton 
Abbot in April, Brewhouse & Kitchen more than held their own against 
much larger and longer-established brewers, with the very popular 
(and delicious) Treason – a 5.5% chocolate milk stout – winning a 
Silver award in the ‘Cask-Speciality Mid-Dark’ category. Anyone who’s 
tasted Treason up at Brewhouse & Kitchen or at this year’s Bristol Beer 
Festival will agree that the award is very well-deserved.

Although Treason tastes great all year round, the lighter and brighter 
summer months will see a couple of new beers on offer, with the first 
one already available (on keg but perhaps not cask), namely Charlatan, 
a 4.4% tangerine saison brewed with tangerines and Ahtanum hops to 
give a refreshing citrus twist. Also on offer is the recent collaboration 
with Will’s old colleagues at Gloucester Brewery, Just Peachy, a 6.8% 

Production up at Brewhouse 
& Kitchen

New England IPA, which is available on cask. Double dry-hopped, with 
lots of wheat and oats in the grist and fermented with Vermont ale 
yeast, it’s definitely one to try. Should you find yourself in Gloucester, it 
can also be found in Tank, Gloucester Brewery’s new venue.

With these beers on offer alongside the rest of the B&K range and the 
beer garden available across the road from the pub, Will and the rest of 
the Brewhouse & Kitchen team look forward to seeing you during the 
summer.

Stephen Edmonds
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BADRAG, the Bristol & District Rare Ales Group, 
is an award-winning campaigning group within 
the local branch of CAMRA, the Campaign for 
Real Ale. 

Its aim is to promote the rarer styles of real ale, 
in particular dark beers such as milds, stouts 
and porters, plus the even rarer old ales and 
barley wines.

BADRAG@camrabristol.org.uk
www.camrabristol.org.uk

BADRAG
Bristol And District

Rare Ales Group
Old Bank Rare Ales Winter Festival
To quote Hannibal Smith of the A Team: ‘I love it when a plan comes 
together.’  Well, the plan certainly came together at the BADRAG 
‘away’ fixture at the Old Bank in Keynsham on Saturday 18 February. 
The combination of an enthusiastic landlord (Simon Sherwell), 
dedicated ‘BADRAGGERS’ (you know who you are) and local drinkers 
willing to try something different, lead to a very successful event 
enjoyed by over 150 people during the day. 

The main bar inside the Old Bank offered RCH Santa Fé (7.3%), a dark 
ruby beer with a pleasant bittersweet aftertaste and a warming hint of 
port, and Gloucester Dockside Dark (5.2%), a rich porter featuring deep 
roasted malt character, coffee and dark fruits. RCH Pitchfork was also 
available. 

The heated garden marquee treated drinkers to four cask ales: 
Driftwood Spars Blackhead Mild (3.8%) from Cornwall, a traditional mild 
with smoky malt flavours and a peppery aftertaste; Moles Landlord’s 
Choice (4.5%) from Wiltshire, a dark, strong and smooth porter with a 
rich and fruity palate, malty finish and a balanced hoppiness from the 
Whitbread Goldings and Fuggle hops; Vale of Glamorgan Dark Matter 
Blackcurrant Porter (4.4%), Champion Beer of Wales 2015 and a rich, 
smooth porter with liquorice and chocolate notes from the complex 
dark roasted malt recipe, balanced perfectly by the late addition of 
Bramling Cross hops; and Coastal Kernow Imperial Stout (9%) from 
Cornwall, a full-flavoured and warming stout, almost black in colour 
with an explosion of roasted malts on the nose with milk chocolate, 
treacle and prunes – on the palate, a sweet treacle flavour is followed 
by roasted malts and hop bitterness: smooth and rich with a long, 
bitter coffee finish.   

I think, by common consent, Kernow Imperial Stout was the festival 
favourite, but all beers proved to be excellent choices. As if that wasn’t 
enough, landlord Simon provided a winter hog roast (£3.50 for a pork 
roll with all the trimmings) and in the bar a rockabilly band called Red 
Hot Trio, followed by a guitarist. Like the beers I’m sure these went 
down a storm too.  I can’t actually vouch for that though as the Kernow 
Imperial Stout held my attention for most of the day! 

I had a quick chat with Simon before the event about the absence of 
Moor Old Freddie Walker (7.3%), this year’s  Champion Winter Beer of 
Britain.  He explained that the cost quoted to him by the brewery was 
not one he was prepared to pass on to his customers – for this festival all 
beer was at ‘happy hour’ prices. 

It was clear to me that Simon cares deeply about his customers and what 
beer he sells, and in his opinion this event was a textbook example of 
how a consumer group like CAMRA’s BADRAG and a retailer (like Simon) 
should be working together. I wholeheartedly agree and it proved 
that successful winter beer festivals on the same scale can work just 
as they do in the summer. When I go to local rare ale events like this in 
areas surrounding Bristol, my hope is that they will become permanent 
fixtures in the BADRAG calendar, not least to make the search for beers 
like this a little easier. No problems at the Old Bank though as there 
are plans to hold this festival in February every year! Let’s hope other 
landlords in the same position can follow this successful example. See 
you every February Simon!

BADRAG has already approached another ‘out of the city centre’ pub to 
hold a similar mini fest during the winter of 2018, carrying the BADRAG 
campaign to pastures far and wide. We are pleased to announce that 
Derrick Walker has agreed to hold that event at the Cross Hands in 
Fishponds. If any pub would like to book a date in future years please 
email badrag@camrabristol.org.uk.

Graham Watson 
(photo by Robin E Wild)

Bristol Beer Festival
About one in four beers at the Bristol Beer Festival in March supported 
the BADRAG ‘dark or rare ales’ campaign, so well done the organisers 
who have increased the number of such ales during the ten years 
BADRAG has been campaigning, and the festival drinkers for enjoying 
and creating the demand for such ales. Your scribe tasted thirteen thirds 
of a pint of a variety of ales, particularly the quite rare mild ales which 
are his favourite style. Two milds were particularly excellent, Beowolf 
Dark Raven at 4.8% and Brecon Brewery Dark Beacon at 3.8%, as too was 
Amber Chocolate Orange Stout at 4.0%. The Dunham Massey Porter at 
5.2% was as ever very smooth and enjoyable. Fownes Korvak’s Downfall 
at 9% , an unfined porter, was his personal beer of the festival.

10th Anniversary Social
At the end of March the Lime Kiln, located behind City Hall in central 
Bristol, kindly hosted an informal social to raise a glass or two of dark 
ale and celebrate BADRAG’s 10th anniversary. Landlord Paul Wratten 
provided five such ales which were enjoyed by about 50 attendees. Paul 
was unable to source a barley wine from his suppliers, proving that is 
a very rare ale and needs campaigning for, but sourced a 10.5% RAIB 
(‘Real Ale in a Bottle’, or in other words a bottle-conditioned beer) in 
the form of Dark Star Imperial Stout. Other ales included Noire Beer Ink 
Stout, Grain Slate, Wild Weather Ales Black Night and Peerless Red Wheat. 
Blackboard style notices in the pub congratulated BADRAG on its 10th 
anniversary and listed the special ales laid on for the occasion. Many 
thanks to Paul for helping us to celebrate.Old Bank landlord, Simon Sherwell

THE NEW INN 
MAYSHILL 

Badminton Road, Mayshill, 
Nr Frampton Cotterell, Bristol. 

BS36 2NT 
01454 773161 

dallyinns@aol.com 
Great Home Cooking 

7 Days A Week 
Real Ales & Cider 

CAMRA Members         
discount every day. 
Please show your      
membersh ip  card     
before     ordering. 

Chippenham Beer Festival
On the first Saturday in April Dave Kibble led a trip by train to the 
Chippenham Beer Festival, organised by North West Wiltshire branch 
of CAMRA. About a dozen or so Bristol & District branch members 
met at Temple Meads station for the journey (with others having gone 
to Gloucester to support the Gloucester branch’s festival held on the 
same day).

Chippenham is a delightful beer festival with plenty of variety and 
ample space and seating. It is held in a leisure centre near the railway 
station, close to the River Avon and town centre. About one in three 
beers supported the BADRAG ‘dark or rare ales’ campaign. Your scribe 
tasted 13 thirds of a pint, which included his beer of the festival, Sarah 
Hughes Dark Ruby Mild (6.0%), followed closely by Mighty Oak Oscar 
Wilde Mild (3.7%) and Moles Dark (4.5%). Also of note were Binghams 
Vanilla Stout (5%), crowned Champion Beer of Britain last August; 
Castle Combe Dark Lane Porter (5.5%), which had lactose in it making it 
more like a milk stout; and Prospect Nutty Slack Mild (3.9%). After the 
festival at the Three Crowns pub, Hopgrass Prophet of Doom, a 5.0% 
milk stout, was also enjoyed. Altogether a great day out, amongst a 
friendly group, with unexpected exercise climbing up and down the 
deep steps of the pull-out grandstand in the sports hall!

Other BADRAG news
In the Wetherspoon’s spring festival of 30 ales there were seven ‘dark 
or rare ales’. The one that stood out from the rest, with very interesting 
tastes, was Mild the Gap, a 4.5% mild – brewed specially for the festival 
at Hook Norton by Matteo Pomposini from Italian brewery Birrificio 
MC-77 – which had subtle hazelnut, coffee and chocolate notes. 

Another new find of a BADRAG style ale was Theakston’s Vanilla Stout 
(4.5%), a smooth, classic mellow roasted malt stout with fragrant 
aromas and flavours of vanilla. It was found at the Ring O’ Bells in 
Nailsea and the Ship Inn in Lower Park Row, Bristol.

If any readers find a bar that dispenses the rarer styles of real ale – dark 
beers such as milds, stouts and porters, or the even rarer old ales and 
barley wines – and there is no mention of such treasures in the entry on 
WhatPub (web address whatpub.com), please either update WhatPub 
with details of what styles are stocked, and when they might be found 
on the bar if stocked seasonally, or email badrag@camrabristol.org.uk.

Saturday 5th August is the date for a BADRAG barbecue and mini 
festival to be held at the New Inn in Mayshill. The idea is to have six 
to eight dark/rare ales on in addition to the New Inn’s regular three 
cask beers and have a barbecue running in the beer garden (if it 
rains the barbecue will happen under the gazebo and tables will be 
reserved inside for everyone). It’s short on detail at the moment, but 
the date is definite. Landlord Dave McKillop hopes to run a bus out for 
it subsidised by the New Inn and allowing for at least one stop on the 
way out and the way back, and is already perusing the Flying Firkin 
beer list, in conjunction with BADRAG, for delivery at the end of July.

For any future BADRAG events, keep an eye on the branch diary at 
www.camrabristol.org.uk/diary.html.

Laurie Gibney

South Gloucestershire Mild Trail
‘CAMRA wants you to enjoy mild during May.’ Taking this directive to 
the members on board, getting inspiration from events such as the 
Chelsea Flower Show, and adding in the good spring weather, one can 
see how BADRAG conceived the idea of the South Gloucestershire 
Mild Trail. This year we had around 50 ‘trailers’ board the coach at the 
Cornubia and head to the pubs and gardens north of the city.

The first stop was the Horseshoe in Downend. This large pub on the 
high street has a skittles alley, a restaurant, a walled garden and sports 
TV; it catered for many but unfortunately not for the mild drinker (a 
communication breakdown somewhere it would appear), so following 
a ‘swift half’ we were off to the next pub.

The Cross Hands in Winterbourne Down was the next port of call. 
Here the batting average was restored upon finding two milds, GWB 
Meerkat Mild (3.9%) and Coastal Merry Maidens Mild (4.0%). The long 
garden, formerly a vegetable garden, had a rural feel about it with 
several apple trees in addition to the popular ‘barbecues for hire’ 
installation.

On to the Rising Sun in Frampton Cotterell, effectively the GWB 
brewery tap, where not surprisingly we found the delicious Meerkat 
Mild again. Although there is no garden here, there is a large, light and 
airy conservatory, plus a few tables out the front. 

A short trip along the Badminton Road brought us to the New Inn, 
Mayshill. So as to provide variety during the extended stop for lunch, 
landlord Dave had laid on not only another Meerkat Mild but also an 
interesting Stroud Beltane Dew golden mild (3.8%), and for the rare ale 
fans, a Bude Black Rock Porter (5.1%). Lunch was enjoyed by some in 
the garden, a large grassed area at the back of the pub. 

In Chipping Sodbury we were welcomed at the Horseshoe with 
Nottingham Foundry Mild (4.7%) and, as before, an additional dark in 
the form of Castle Combe Dark Lane milk stout (5.5%). Here, the garden 
is long and narrow and best described as ‘ornamental’ in style. 

Turning off the A46 into the village of Hawkesbury Upton we came to 
the Beaufort Arms. The staff shuttled between the two bars and the 
one mild handpump to dispense Elland 1872 Ruby Mild (4.5%). The 
garden, just like the rest of the pub, featured many pieces of historic 
pub and brewery memorabilia. 

A drive across the country took us to Dursley, to the former national 
CAMRA pub of the year, the Old Spot. The Teignworthy Martha’s Mild 
weighed in at 5.3%, at once correcting the common misconception 
that milds are always low in alcohol. This ‘town’ pub featured a walled, 
terraced garden with some functional covered areas. 

Finally circling back towards Bristol via Thornbury, we called into the 
Wheat Sheaf. Here we enjoyed the last drink of the trail, but not a 
mild (another communication breakdown perhaps). The large south-
facing garden, in common with some other pubs in the area, featured 
a boules piste.

Our thanks to Brain Abbott for researching and leading the trail and 
to the landlords for laying on some interesting and unusual beers and 
accommodating the bus-load of thirsty, sometimes sharp-elbowed 
drinkers!

Michael Bertagne
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News from the CAMRA 
Bath & Borders branch

First of all congratulations to our two branch Pub 
of the Year champions.  The winner of the Bath 
competition was the Royal Oak in Twerton, whilst 

the out-of-Bath champion, and overall winner which 
will go forward to the regional competition, is the 
Castle Inn at Bradford-on-Avon. 

Bath and Surrounding Villages

Canon (formerly Molloy’s), Barton Street, Bath
This recently refurbished and restyled city-centre bar has become a 
main outlet for Electric Bear.  See separate article by Martin Ansell.

Grapes, 14 Westgate Street, Bath
This city-centre pub, which for some years has been leased by Greene 
King, closed on 9 April. The future of the former wine merchant, 
which became a pub at the turn of the nineteenth century, is currently 
unknown. The building itself dates back to the 1317, when its annual 
rent was four shillings. The premises were re-built in 1620 and the 
present frontage was added around 100 years later. With the exception 
of Bath Abbey, the Grapes has the city’s only surviving example of 
Jacobean plasterwork.

Lambretta’s, 8-10 North Parade, Bath
At the time of writing this light and spacious bar just off the city centre 
was closed for a refurbishment. We suspect that it will have reopened 
by the time of publication.

Rose & Crown, 6-8 Brougham Place, Larkhall, Bath
A major refurbishment of this attractive old pub on the eastern 
outskirts of Bath has recently been completed.

Royal Oak, 8-10 Summerlays Place, Widcombe, Bath
This large pub on the edge of the city centre, and near to the rugby 
ground, has a new landlord. Trevor Brown took over at the Royal Oak 
on 1 March. Previously Trevor had run the Wilkes’ Head, Eastergate, 
near Chichester in West Sussex, winning the local branch Pub of the 
Year in 2012, 2013 and 2014, and going on to win the overall Sussex 
title in the same years. We in Bath and Borders are clearly very pleased 
to welcome Trevor to Bath and wish him every success at his new pub

Royal Oak, Lower Bristol Road, Twerton, Bath
The Royal Oak at Twerton has been named the branch’s City Pub 
of the Year for 2017. Many congratulations to Chris and his team. A 
presentation was due to take place at the pub on Thursday 25 May 
(while Pints West was at the printers). Meanwhile the pub’s plans to 
open an in-house microbrewery, to be named Ralph’s Ruin, are moving 
forward. A few test beers have been produced and sampled and the 
main brewing equipment has arrived.  See separate article by Phill the 
Pint.

East Somerset

Somerset Waggon, Broadway, Chilcompton, near Radstock
We understand that this pub closed briefly but has since reopened 
under new management.

Two new bottle and tap shops in Frome
In April two new bottle and tap shops opened in Frome. These are 
the Palmer Street Bottle in Palmer Street and the Brewed Boy in 
Cork Street. Whilst neither are at present selling cask ale (although 

the Palmer Street one has draught cider) they both have a range of 
keg beers and many interesting bottled beers which make a pleasant 
addition to the Frome beer scene. Both are very new and finding their 
feet so it will be interesting to see what develops. 

Griffin, Milk Street, Frome
Following the relocation of the Milk Street brewery, which occupied 
a building behind the pub, to an industrial unit on Commerce Park on 
the outskirts of Frome, the freehold of the pub itself has gone on the 
market. 

Royal Oak, Broadway, Frome
The freehold of this Grade II listed Wadworth-owned pub, tucked 
away on the western fringes of Frome, has gone on to the market 
for £325,000 with selling agents James A Baker. And there is a rather 
ominous suggestion that this building could be put to alternative use 
subject to planning permission. The permanent loss of the Royal Oak 
would leave the western side of the town with very few pubs. Not 
far away the Ring o’Bells, which for a long time now has been on the 
market for £300,000, still lies empty and derelict. There were plans to 
convert this pub into six separate dwellings but these never came to 
fruition.

West Wiltshire

Cross Guns, Avoncliff, near Bradford-on-Avon
This pub was taken over by Jack Werner (who also has the Inn at 
Freshford and the Old Crown Inn at Kelston) in December 2016. A 
major refurbishment was carried out January and February of this year.  
See separate article by Martin Ansell. 

Castle Inn, 10 Mount Pleasant, Bradford-on-Avon 
Congratulations to the team at this hilltop pub, with its commanding 
views over the southern half of the town, on winning the branch’s 
overall Pub of the Year title for 2017. The presentation of the award 
took place on Tuesday 9 May.  See separate article by Denis Rahilly.

White Hart, Lane End, Corsley, near Warminster
This pub is currently (and hopefully only temporarily) closed. According 
to its Facebook page a family are trying to get the pub, which is 
situated midway along the Warminster / Frome road and close to the 
entrance to Longleat Safari Park, up and running again. 

Sir Isaac Pitman, 1-2 Castle Place, Market Street, Trowbridge
This town-centre Wetherspoon pub closed rather suddenly on Sunday 
2 April. Wetherspoon, which also has a Lloyd’s No. 1 bar, the Albany 
Palace, just round the corner, decided not to renew the lease when 
it fell due. The premises are currently boarded up. This small-scale 
branch of ’Spoons opened on the site of a pair of former shop units at 
the front of the Castle Street shopping centre in 1998. 

Trowbridge-born English teacher Isaac Pitman, after whom the pub 
was named, published a phonetic system of short-hand in 1837 that 
would become used the world over. 

The pub was popular and well-used by locals and in recent years had 
become something of a champion of the ‘LocAle’ scheme, usually 
offering three or four constantly changing guest beers from breweries 
within a roughly 30-mile radius, including Box Steam, Castle Combe, 
Flying Monk and Twisted. Around 18 months ago the pub was placed 
on the market but did not attract many potential buyers. Following its 
closure many of the staff moved on to the nearby Albany Palace, which 
has now become the regular Wetherspoon’s for the town. Meanwhile 
the future of the Isaac Pitman premises remains uncertain.

Steve Hunt

Slightly Twisted
AMBER ale

WESTBURY
An authentic micro brewery producing 
handcrafted beers of awesomeness. 

PLEASE DRINK RESPONSIBLY

Tel: 01373 864441
orders@twisted-brewing.com

Twisted Brewing
Rebel, Twisted’s seasonal spring beer, made a return earlier this year. 
The 4.1% chestnut-coloured pale ale is made with a mix of four New 
World hop varieties and has a distinct caramel flavour. The hops –
Mosaic, Citra, Crystal and Sterling – provide a mild bittering and a 
wrap-around taste of citrus, spice and floral notes and a long, lingering 
finish. 

In May the brewery brought back Urban Legend (a 4.3% pale ale) due 
to popular demand, bringing the total number of beers in production 
at the time to eight. The six regulars, just to recap, are Three & 
Sixpence (3.6% hoppy light session), WTF (3.8% hoppy pale chestnut), 
Rider (4.0% pale amber session), Conscript (4.2% light golden), Pirate 
(4.2% best bitter) and Gaucho (4.6% deep ruby). 

Meanwhile Twisted continues to retail beers from breweries not all 
of which are often seen in this area. In the last few weeks these have 
included Clarke’s, Vale of Glamorgan and Yeovil Ales.

Steve Hunt

Electric Bear can 
Fresh from winning the Bath Life ‘Best New Business’ Award 2017, 
Electric Bear brewery in Bath embarked on the next stage of their 
expansion, a canning line. This equipment allows them to can over 
1,000 cans per hour enabling the Bears to supply their beer in 330ml 
cans as well as cask, keg or bottle.   

At time of writing four of their range are available in can: Werrrd!, 
a 4.2% American pale ale that punches well above its weight;  
Mochachocolata Ya Ya, a 5.1% coffee and caramel stout; Above the 
Clouds, a 6.2% IPA; and last but certainly not least their heavyweight 
Surface Area, an 8.2%  double IPA.  

Most of their regular range will eventually be available in cans 
including recent additions Inspector Remorse, a 4.5% porter, and  
Drop, a 4.3% red ale.  Persuasion, their 3.8% golden ale, is not being 
brewed at present so their entire current range, including Laid Back, 
their new and very flavoursome 3.3% table beer, is now supplied 
unfined, unfiltered and unpasteurised on draught and in can. 

Their beers will soon be available via the online shop accessible from 
the brewery’s website, as well as from a range of specialist beer 
retailers and Fire and Brew (‘pizza restaurant, craft beer and cider bar’) 
on Moorland Road in Bath.

Trevor Cromie

The last 2016 issue of Pints West reported the intention to install a new 
brewery at the Royal Oak in Twerton, Bath, and the first issue of 2017 
keenly anticipated the arrival of the brewery equipment. As is the way 
with such projects, the best laid plans do not always go to ... er, plan. 
In this case the plan was to welcome the arrival of brewing equipment 
by the end of January or beginning of February. But of course, with the 
room prepared, ready and waiting, it was the end of March by the time 
plant arrived.

As I sit here (second week of May) seeking to meet our editor’s 
deadlines I can report that the new two-barrel brewery equipment has 
been installed, the electrics have been completed and the plumbing 
is scheduled for completion this week. Sterilising materials and other 
brewing materials are on order and due to arrive by the weekend.

All this is the brainchild of the pub landlord Chris Powell (pictured) who 
is intending to call his brewery Ralph’s Ruin. During the last year or so 
Chris has been experimenting on a very small scale with various beer 
recipes, a couple of which I consider myself fortunate to have tried. By 
that I don’t mean that the rest were not up to scratch but that I was not 
around when they were handed out. So, Chris says that sterilisation of 
the plant is planned for this weekend and he wants to have completed 
his first brew run by 15 May.

The first brew run will be using Maris Otter pale malt and Challenger 
hops and if things are working well it should be available for us to try 
at the Royal Oak by the end of May. This of course is a test run and will 
be followed by other test runs to ensure consistency and refine and 
develop recipes to suit his and his customer’s tastes. Chris tells me that 
while he is undertaking test runs they will not be named or identified 
other than by giving them a number. When the brewery has settled 
down and the beers are what Chris wishes to achieve then naming of 
beers will finally happen and will probably be based on a theme of ‘off 
beat’ names/nicknames/happenings at the pub. It is an interesting 
establishment where quite a lot happens so I am waiting to see what 
bizarre associations Chris can introduce to his beer naming policy.

Phill the Pint

Ralph’s Ruin: a new brewery for Bath
In the newly-crowned Bath Pub of the Year
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Sitting beside the picturesque River Avon close to the historic 
Kennet and Avon aqueduct, enjoying an excellent pint of cask 
ale and watching the swans paddle by, is a perfect way to spend 

some quality time. The location is the recently refurbished Cross 
Guns at Avoncliff where a sensitive upgrading of the pub and terraced 
garden has resulted in a major enhancement of the drinking and dining 
experience in beautiful surroundings. The Tudor core of the pub dates 
from 1496 and the inn opened for business in the early 1600s as the 
Carpenter’s Arms. With the coming of the Kennet and Avon canal 
the premises were expanded and following the formation of the 9th 
(Bradford on Avon) Battalion of the Wiltshire Rifle Volunteers, a rifle 
range was established alongside the canal and the pub was renamed 
the Cross Guns.

I received a warm welcome from Jack Werner (pictured outside the 
pub) and his general manager Ian Liddle (also pictured), both ardent 
supporters of CAMRA. Jack has owned the Cross Guns, on a 25-year 
lease, since December 2016, and also has the nearby Inn at Freshford 
and the Old Crown Inn at Kelston. The Cross Guns sources cask ale 

Cross Guns
Under new ownership

from many breweries, with some supply agreements in place, and 
I drank a very acceptable glass of Dark Star Hophead (3.8%). Box 
Steam’s Soul Train (4.7%), Vectis Venom from the Island brewery on 
the Isle of Wight (4.8%), and Barabiku golden ale were also available 
on draught. Bottled ales from Electric Bear and other breweries may 
be found in the chiller cabinet and there is also a huge range of spirits 
displayed to good effect on the back wall of the bar. Honey’s Midford 
Cider and two other rotating ciders are also on sale.

The terraced garden has been completely renovated with three new 
levels and there are tables on the lawn by the river. Seating capacity 
is approximately 250 in the garden and 60 in the pub. Long-term 
customers will appreciate the improvements to the previously rather 
primitive toilets located outside the pub! The outdoor deli is located on 
the top terrace and serves sandwiches, pasties, cakes, hot drinks and 
soft beverages to feed the passing clientele of walkers and cyclists. 
The pub opens from 11.00 to 23.00 every day with food served from 
12.00 to 21.00 and 12.00 to 19.00 on Sundays. The menu includes light 
bites, baguettes, sausage and mash variants, awesome burgers, pies 
and freshly prepared mains. The interior of the pub retains all of its 
historic structure but the woodwork and décor is much lighter, creating 
a comfortable and relaxing atmosphere with no distracting television 
screens.

On the social side the pub aims to attract a traditional clientele 
and there are regular weekly events including singing at the bar on 
Tuesdays and Morris Men musicians playing on Wednesdays. Typical 
one-off events this year are a charity vintage motorbike rally (27th 
May, as Pints West is at the printers) and a BBQ Week from 29th May 
to 4th June. Look out for the three pubs beer festival from 15th to 
17th June. Jack Werner and his team of 20 staff at the Cross Guns 
have plenty more in store for 2017 and a visit to Avoncliff, served by 
footpath, road and rail, will prove to be a recreational and relaxing 
experience.

Martin Ansell 

Following the complete £300,000 refurbishment and upgrading 
of what was Molloy’s Irish pub, situated at the junction of Barton 
Street and Trim Street in Bath, the Canon emerged in December 

last year with a new image. The Irish theme was dropped in favour of 
a relaxed, broader concept, appealing to individuals, couples, families, 
office workers and tourists alike. The general manager, Steve Kenward, 
explains that the new name is a reference to the ecclesiastical origin of 
the pub which was constructed in 1795 as a Unitarian chapel, designed 
by the well-known architect John Palmer. It is a Grade II listed building 
sold for secular use in 1971. The Canon is owned by the Stonegate Pub 
Company which also runs the Slug & Lettuce and the Lamb & Lion in 
Bath. The latter establishment will also benefit from an investment 
upgrade in 2017.

At the time of my original visit in March, Bath’s Electric Bear brewery 
had made a complete tap takeover with four cask and five keg beers 
available, the cask brews comprising Persuasion, a golden ale at 3.8%; 
Red Bear, a 4.0% red ale; Inspector Remorse, a 4.7% porter; and Spilt 
Milk, a 5.0% milk stout. Eight of Lilley’s bag-in-box ciders were also on 
tap including Mango (4%), Crazy Goat (6.8%) and Bee Sting (7%). 

The usual cask ales on offer include beer from breweries such as Bath 
Ales, Sharp’s, Greene King, Robinsons, Thornbridge, Purity and many 
more, complemented by five keg ales on tap. Beer is served in thirds, 
halves, two thirds or pints, with three by one third flights provided for 
beer tastings. There will be further tap takeovers in 2017 and a beer 
festival will be held over the August Bank Holiday. 

Steve tells me that the policy of providing wi-fi, a print station and 
table-level charging points is intended to attract laptop users, with 

What’s new at 
the Canon?

12 tables downstairs and 16 upstairs where the emphasis is on sport. 
The monster screen on the spacious first floor is probably the largest 
in Bath and attracts big crowds for major sporting events. The large, 
colourful murals which adorn the walls upstairs have Bath themes. 

Food is available from breakfast through to dinner and the pub 
opens at 10am every day. The Canon has just achieved Cask Marque 
accreditation and the cask ales I tried were in excellent condition. 
Readers with memories of Molloy’s in its previous form will be 
impressed by the transformation to the Canon where an imaginative 
and wide choice of quality cask and keg beer, food and entertainment 
can be enjoyed.

As a footnote, a few weeks after my March visit cask ales included 
Morland’s Old Speckled Hen, Thornbridge Jaipur, and Harviestoun 
Bitter and Twisted. Keg offerings were from Brew Dog, Erdinger and 
Innis and Gunn. Hence turnover is rapid with the accent on diversity 
and characterful beers.

Martin Ansell

There has been a change of brewer at the Bath Brew House, in 
James Street West, Bath. Anna Schwaeble has recently married 
and returned to Germany. She has been replaced by Max 

Cadman who has moved from London where he was assistant brewer 
at Reunion Ales. 

Max says he enjoys all beer styles but prefers to drink pale ales 
during the summer months. His intention is to continue with two of 
Bath Brew House’s regular beers – Gladiator, their 3.8% bitter, and 
Emperor, their 4.4% pale ale – and add his own, Sol Invictus, which 
will be a 4% golden ale. He also has many plans for new seasonal ales, 
such as a ‘shape shifting’ IPA that will change from brew to brew, 
introducing different New World hops each time. 

At their sister establishment in Bristol, the King Street Brew House, 
Simon Perrett has been running a competition for home brewers, 

The Bath Brew House

Simon Perrett  and Anna Schwaeble

Max Cadman           (photo by Daniel Tanner)

and Max is thinking of doing something similar in Bath. The entrant 
whose bottle of homebrew Max considered to be the best would be 
invited to brew their recipe on Bath Brew House’s kit. He is also open 
to suggestions for other beer-related events – if you have one you can 
contact him by email at brewery@thebathbrewhouse.com, or just pop 
in for a chat. 

Max is always keen to socialise with beer lovers, so take advantage of 
one of the Bath Brew House brewery tours, or sign up for a brewing 
experience day, when there will be the opportunity to share the 
brewing and talk about beer.

Chris Rogers
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Tucker’s Grave
The end of an era
Glenda Swift , the long-serving and much-loved landlady of the 

legendary Somerset cider house, Tucker’s Grave, is finally calling 
it a day and retiring after 33 years . The pub was put on the 

market with Frome agents Coopers and Tanner in late February, and 
within a few weeks an offer was accepted, subject to contract.

Tucker’s Grave is utterly unique and one of the most unspoilt and 
precious pubs in the country, with probably the best pub name 
in existence. As well as being Grade II listed, it is a true star of CAMRA’s 
National Inventory of Historic Pub Interiors – the pioneering, and alarmingly 
small, collection of heritage pubs that have had little change since World 
War II (260 nationwide). It is one of only eight remaining pubs across the 
country that does not have a bar counter, with the cider and beer being 
served directly from casks in the main bar room. It is a perennial entry in 
CAMRA’s Good Beer Guide, with the Butcombe straight from the barrel 
highly recommended, as well as its trademark cider, Thatcher’s Cheddar 
Valley (though Thatcher’s have now stopped supplying the medium and dry 
in polypins).

Tucker’s Grave is situated at a cross roads on the A366 Wells Road between 
the villages of Faulkland and Norton St Philip. It has been a pub for at least 
200 years. The evocative name comes from Edwin Tucker, a farm worker, who 
committed suicide in a nearby barn in 1747, and is buried at the crossroads. 

The entrance is at the back through the lovely pub garden with views over 
the countryside – a great place to while away a sunny afternoon. The highly 
atmospheric interior is accessed via a narrow central passageway that leads to the 
simple tap room on the left – the sign on the tap room door is thought to be from the 
late 18th century – and has claim to be the earliest surviving pub lettering in the country. 
On the right of the passageway is the small main bar room which has fixed bench 
seating opposite the stacked casks in the window alcove. Through the bar is the slightly 
larger Rose Room, a comfy and welcoming third room, reminiscent of a cottage sitting 
room, usually full of local customers.

Glenda and Ivan Swift took over the pub from Mrs Wilson in 1984. At that time the pub 
consisted of the main bar room and the tap room only. In 1985 the Rose Room was 
brought into use, along with the skittle alley. The pub was closed briefly in 2011 when 
the Swifts decided to retire. This resulted in a big impromptu event at the pub when 
many people came to say goodbye, including Baz Warne of the Stranglers who played 

in the garden on the last Sunday 
it was open. The Stranglers have 
a long association with the pub 
having been inspired to write 
the song “Tucker’s Grave” from 
the 2003 album Norfolk Coast. In 
fact there are many celebrities 
who have visited over the years 
including Mick Jagger, Boy George 
and Johnny Depp. The pub also 
hosted some famous team 
celebrations from the golden age 
of Bath Rugby in the 80s and 90s. 
Having failed to find a new buyer 
the Swifts reopened six months 
later. Ivan Swift sadly passed away 
in 2014 and Glenda has carried on 
since then with help from some of 
the locals. 

Tucker’s Grave’s cultural significance to the South West region is immense. It is a 
quintessential slice of Somersetshire life that we must all hope continues. We advise that you 
all make a visit now to enjoy its unique charm, and wish Glenda all the best before she finally 
goes. All of us at Bath & Borders CAMRA thank Glenda for running this wonderful institution 
for so long, and wish her all the best for her retirement. 

By the time the next Pints West is produced in late summer the sale of the pub may well 
have been completed and the new owner in possession. Its future as a pub at this point 
is very uncertain. Bath & Borders branch are therefore preparing an Asset of Community 
Value (ACV) application to help try and ensure its long-term future. Please email 
bathandborderspubs@gmail.com and we will endeavour to keep you updated on any news. 

Tom Chapman

Many years ago, sometime in the 1990s, our branch decided to 
visit the Castle Inn, in Bradford-on-Avon, as part of a crawl of 
the pubs in that part of the town. It was not a smart pub, with 

a bit of a ‘reputation’, and the beer range was reported as limited, but 
we thought we’d give it a try. 

When we walked in to the main bar we noticed that, although there 
were quite a few tables, there were no chairs. We mentioned this to the 
landlady, who then gestured towards the pile of broken wood in a side 
room and said, “Sorry, they got broken in last night’s fight.” We drank 
up and left.

How things change. About ten years ago the Castle closed and it was 
bought by Flatcappers, a new pub-owning company based in Bristol. 
This was their first venture into the pub trade and they obviously 
intended to make their mark

The newly refurbished Castle was a revelation. It always was, and still 
is, a handsome old building, and now it is superb inside as well. As well 
as the large main bar, there are a series of smaller, comfortable rooms 
for a quite drink or meal. Soon after it reopened it won the national 
CAMRA award for refurbished pubs, and well deserved too.

Speaking of meals, the food is highly recommended, not ‘posh’, but 
imaginative and delicious, and good value. Breakfast is available to 
all from 9 in the morning till noon, while ‘nibbles’ (slow roasted beef 
brisket for £4.50 anyone?) during normal opening times, which are 
9am to 11pm most days, and 10am to 10.30pm Sundays.

Outside, there is a lovely garden, with plenty of seating, and great 
views south over the town to the countryside beyond (albeit over quite 
a high wall).

The regular beers – including Flatcapper Ale, the house beer – come 
from the Three Castles brewery a few miles away, while the four guests 
are usually local as well, including offerings from Electric Bear in Bath, 
and Kettlesmith from across town in Bradford. Personally, I’ve never 
had a bad pint there, and had plenty of excellent ones. And so, this 
year, 2017, it was voted Bath & Borders Pub of the Year.

The Castle Inn, Bradford-on-Avon
Bath & Borders CAMRA
Pub of the Year 2017

So if you’re in Bradford-on-Avon, the Castle is a great place to visit – on 
your own, with friends, or with family, as children are welcome. If you 
want to stay overnight there are four very smart rooms available, but 
be prepared to pay, for this is not your average B&B!

And while in town, make sure to visit the other great pubs, such as 
Timbrell’s Yard, the George in Woolley, and the Grapes on Silver Street.

Denis Rahilly

Tom and Tori receive their Pub of the Year certificate 
from Bath & Borders chairman James Honey (right)

It is three and a half years since brewer Simon Gueneau (pictured) 
started with Zerodegrees in Bristol, and he is now the longest 
serving brewer of all the Zerodegrees sites. The latest brewer to 

leave is Alex at Cardiff, following the recent departures of the brewers 
from Reading and London. We are lucky in Bristol as Simon, as well as 
maintaining the core house beers, continues to experiment and brew 
different and unusual beer specials.

The special for April was Samurai, a 5.2% ABV rice lager. This was 
a quite delicately flavoured lager, brewed with 30% flaked rice, and 
Sorachi hops, which are apparently getting quite difficult to source 
these days. 

For May the special was New England IPA, a 6.7% hoppy, strong bitter 
brewed with Cascade, Chinook and Simcoe hops, using Vermont yeast, 
and some mango extract to sweeten it. This beer is influenced by the 
style of IPA brewed by Cloudwater of Manchester. 

June’s special is something different again, and is a rhubarb Gose. This 
is a particular style of top-fermented beer originating from Goslar, 
near Leipzig in Southern Germany, and is characterized as a sour beer, 
flavoured with sea salt. Also a bit different, will be July’s Blackcurrant 
Berliner Weisse, which is sour, and not just your regular Weisse.

From the end of May the Zerodegrees breweries will be exchanging 
their specials between each location, and the first batch planned for 

News from Zerodegrees

Bristol comprises a Kriek (a sour beer brewed with cherries favoured by 
the Belgians) and a Hopfenweizen (a hoppy German wheat beer) from 
Cardiff, a San Diego Pale Ale from Reading, and a Belgian Saison from 
London. From then Simon is hoping to have five or six specials on tap, 
giving a choice of up to 12 beers at any one time. Roy Sanders
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Micropubs started when the Butchers Arms at Herne Bay in 
Kent was opened in 2005 by Martyn Hillier in an old butcher’s 
shop. Since then the micropub movement has grown with 

about 300 premises throughout the country offering their no-frills 
concept of selling beer and ciders in former shops and only serving the 
very basic of pub foods. The majority of micropubs are situated in the 
south and south east of England with precious few so far in this region. 
It is therefore a cause to celebrate that Somerset’s first micropub, Just 
Ales in Wells, celebrated its first anniversary in March and continues to 
go from strength to strength.

Just Ales is the brainchild of Andy Legrange, who after twenty years in 
the trade, latterly as the steward of the Twerton Liberal Club in Bath, 
wanted to start his own business without the ties of a large brewery 
or the crippling restrictions of a pub chain and decided to look for 
a venue to start a micropub. After six months of touring the West 
Country looking for suitable premises he eventually found a property 
in Wells. The former tea and vintage clothing shop had been empty for 
six months before taking on a new lease of life, opening as Just Ales on 
8th March 2016.

Just Ales has been popular with both tourists and locals alike. There are 
at least four ever-changing beers served straight from the barrel. The 
aim is to keep a mixture of local brews and some from further afield; 
two brews from Nethergate were available at the time of writing 
with some from the much sought after Driftwood Spars Brewery at 
St Agnes in Cornwall to follow. Milk Street from Frome often features 
as do brews from Black Tor Brewery, near Exeter, including Just Ales 
Blonde which they brew especially for the micropub. Cider is very 
well represented with 10 ciders and two perries all from Somerset 
producers. Well there are quite a few in the locality. A variety of bottled 
beers are available including many from Belgium as well as a variety 

of wines. However there are no lagers and, as is their stated intention 
on their web site, ‘definitely no Doom Bar’. There is a loyalty card 
scheme and CAMRA members receive a 20p discount per pint. Food 
is traditional pub grub with locally produced award-winning pies with 
mash and veg as well as local cheese.

During the school holidays in Wells the choral duties in the cathedral 
are taken over by visiting choirs who often frequent the micropub after 
completing their singing, as they know the importance of keeping the 
vocal chords well lubricated. Just Ales are now very much part of the 
Wells community and were intending to have a stall at the Wells May 
Fair on May 1st, although Andy admits he would not be taking part 
in the Maypole dancing. For the first anniversary of the pub the Town 
Cryer produced an ‘Anniversary Cry’ especially for the micropub and 
often mentions them in his performances.

The micropub is getting a justifiable reputation for selling a wide range 
of well kept, high quality beers and ciders. Reviews on social media 
have been consistently good including one that just said ‘Perfect’ 
although they tempered that by only giving four out of five. Opening 
times are noon to 9pm Sunday to Thursday and noon to 11pm on 
Friday and Saturday; I can thoroughly recommend a visit.

Will George
Photos by Mac Macarthur

Just Ales
Wells’ very own micropub

This year’s Frome Beer Festival at the Cheese and Grain – put on with the active 
support of local CAMRA members and featuring a CAMRA stall – was a great 
success with over 500 people attending and Saturday evening being sold to 

capacity. People had travelled considerable distances to be there and a cracking 
good time was had by all.

Beer of the festival, by popular vote, was Brain’s Reverend James Original closely 
followed by Bristol Beer Factory’s Twelve Apostles, with Arbor’s Lime in a Coconut and 
Kettlesmith’s Fogline joint third. The first beer to run out was the excellent Settle 
Brewery’s Blood Orange IPA. Cider of the festival was Frome cider producer Lilly’s 
Gladiator with runner up, last year’s winner, Gwynt Y Draig’s Black Dragon. With 41 
beers and 10 ciders there was an amazing range to satisfy everybody’s tastes. Music 
was provided by Three Corners on Friday and Jamarca on Saturday. Food, including a 
succulent hog roast and range of pasties etc., was provided by the Cheese and Grain’s 
Grain Bar and Café. Possibly the only disappointment (to some) was that England 
Rugby lost the match shown on the big screen in the café bar.

The CAMRA stall did outstanding business recruiting a record number of 11 new 
members. Will George and Mac Macarthur

Frome Beer Festival

Does summer bring out the closet cider drinker in you? Well you’ll 
be glad to hear that there are plenty of real ciders to be found 
in and around Bristol this summer, and now that the weather is 

getting better, there is nothing that will go better with your sunburn!

On the trail of good cider
As a pub awarded CAMRA South West 
Cider Pub of the Year in June 2016, 
and a previous national winner of the 
award, the Orchard Inn is an obvious 
choice to start your session, located 
beautifully by the ss Great Britain. 
With a selection of ciders to rival most 
of the beer festivals around, for a 
connoisseur of cider and perry this is 
a stop-off not to miss. If you feel like 
sticking around the harbour area, you 
could do worse than stop off at the 
Stable for some real cider and award-
winning pizza (I wouldn’t recommend 
scrumpy on an empty stomach!). Then 
a stop-off at the Three Tuns is likely 
to reward you with a pint from our 
friends from Worley’s Cider as featured 
at this year’s Bristol Beer Festival.

There is also great representation from pubs in the north of Bristol. The 
Duke of York in St Werburghs has an extensive list of real cider, and is 
well worth a visit, especially if you fancy a game of skittles! Similarly, 
the Dark Horse in Redfield which only reopened a few months ago 
is particularly impressive, and indeed the real ale, though important, 
seems to take a secondary role in this watering hole!

Further afield, fans of perry will be delighted to find out that our 
branch’s own Nempnett Cider Company has won Perry of the Year 
at the Reading Beer Festival for their fantastic Piglet’s Perry. It’s not 
often found in Bristol, but look around the North Somerset regions and 
you might stumble across this liquid gold, particularly at well-known 
real ale and cider pubs like the Plough in Congresbury, the Crown in 
Churchill and the New Inn in Cross.

You can keep up to date with some great cider pubs by following 
@CAMRABristol on Twitter, and in the meantime, keep encouraging 
your local to stock some traditional real cider!

Nick Jarman

REAL CIDER

SOLD HERE

Reputed to date back to the 17th century, when it may have been 
two cottages, the Cross Hands in Winterbourne Down is a stone-
built village free house  where conversation, community and 

charity prevail. It is a pub where locals, regulars and visitors alike can 
pop in for a drink and a chat. 

Beer-wise, you will usually find Sharp’s Doom Bar plus four changing 
guest beers, sometimes sourced from the nearby Great Western 
Brewery. A number of ciders are also available including Old Rosie and 
Cheddar Valley. 

Unlike a lot of village pubs, the Cross Hands is not food driven. If you’re 
lucky, you might manage to bag a ham or cheese roll on a Friday night 
but you may need to be quick. In the summer months, a gas barbecue 
is available for use, for which you can either bring your own food or the 
pub will buy in for you. 

The barbecue area is located in a large, child-friendly rear garden 
which has a climbing frame and toys. This once private garden was 
opened up to customers some years ago and boasts a number of 
mature shrubs. There is also some outdoor seating at the front of the 
pub.

Inside, the pub has a cosy and pleasant atmosphere with several 
drinking areas. Apart from chatting with the locals or, in winter, 
warming yourself by an open fire, you can play darts or even try your 
hand at table skittles. A rather unusual feature of the pub is a display of 
old sewing machines. 

The pub organises two or three charity events a year and over recent 
years has raised tens of thousands of pounds for the Jessie May 

Pub profile: Cross Hands, Winterbourne Down

children’s charity. Such events have included sponsored walks, fun 
days and golf days. The pub is also a pivotal part of the annual village 
May Day celebrations. 

From a CAMRA perspective, the Cross Hands generously supports our 
annual South Gloucestershire Mild Trail, which usually takes place in 
May, and this year was no exception. Not only do they provide a mild 
ale or two for us to sample, but also provide a generous bread and 
cheese spread for the thirsty drinkers, which is much appreciated.

So, if you’re in the area – perhaps walking the dog, as the pub is dog 
friendly – do call in. The pub opens from 3.30 on Monday to Thursday 
and from 12 noon Friday to Sunday and is well worth a visit.

Ali Bridle
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The Royal Oak, 8-10 Summerlay’s Place, BA2 4HN.

Another 1860’s pub which was originally just at no 8 Summerlay’s 
Place, but over the years expanded to take over numbers 9 and 10 too.  
The paintwork at the front summarises the pub’s current offering. Live 
sport, a lovely beer garden, a function room and skittle alley. Food 
is prominent, but this is a pub which very much welcomes the casual 
drinker.

Inside the pub you can see the benefits of a 2016 refurbishment. There 
are three distinct areas to the single bar, with a raised area to the 
right, and another up ramps to the left. Encouragingly, pump clips are 
displayed around the walls behind the bar suggesting a wide variety of 
beers on offer. On my visit there was Exmoor Fox, Sharp’s Atlantic and 
Doom Bar, and an exquisite pint of Hop Back Summer Lightning.

All in all, four very well-presented pubs in a beautiful suburb of Bath, 
where good food, good company and good beer are consistently on 
offer.

Duncan Shine

an additional ‘f’ in its name, supporting workers in the woollen cloth 
industry as early as the 1840s. 

It’s a one-bar pub with tables laid out for dining throughout. Flagstone 
floors and chic backed stools at the bar. My gaze was drawn towards 
the rear of the pub where there was the sort of standard lamp I 
thought only existed in my posh grandfather’s house in Sussex.

There’s a private function room upstairs, and live jazz features 
frequently. The real ales on offer are Bath Gem and Moles Elmo’s. This 
latter is a lovely pale ale, more potent than it tastes, with a fruity nose 
and a pleasantly bitter aftertaste. A really nice pint.

At the far end of Widcombe Parade is…

The White Hart, Widcombe Hill, BA2 6AA.

Another beautiful building on the intersection between Widcombe 
Hill and Prior Park Road, this one actually dates back to pre-Victorian 
times. It refers to itself as a ‘restaurant and pub with rooms’, and is 
immaculately put together. Bare floorboards and largely unvarnished 
tables, with an extra dining area to the left. An eclectic mix of paintings 
and photographs adorn the walls.

To the rear is a lovely sun-trap garden which is sheltered from the wind 
and really warms up during the summer. There are also four private 
rooms available for accommodation. Food is an important part of the 
offering, with specials listed on the blackboard behind the bar.

Butcombe Original is the resident real ale, and there is usually a guest 
to go with it, a well-kept pint of Sharp’s Atlantic being on offer when I 
visited.

Head down Pulteney Road past the Caroline Buildings on the right and 
the former Golden Fleece pub on your left. The Golden Fleece was a 
popular pub from the 1860s but was sadly converted to residential use. 
You can still see the engraved sign above the windows though. Finally, 
before you turn left to reach Bath Cricket Club, you reach…

In terms of beers, the two regular ales are Bass and Sharp’s Doom 
Bar, and there are three changing guest ales, usually from Butcombe, 
Exmoor and the Otter Brewery. I had the Exmoor Gold and the Otter 
Amber, both of which were in tip-top condition. There are some seats 
outside at the front for sunny summer days, and from these seats you 
can see across Widcombe Parade to…

The Ring O Bells, 10 Widcombe Parade, BA2 4JT.

The Ring O Bells advertises itself as ‘an intimate country feel gastro 
pub in the city centre of Bath’, but was actually a village pub, with 

Picture the scene. I’m minding my own business, sitting in one of 
Bristol’s finest hostelries, enjoying a particularly splendid pint of 
bitter when suddenly a black SUV screeches to a halt outside, 

and two goons in dark suits and even darker glasses grab me and 
bundle me into the back of the vehicle.

I am blindfolded and told ‘The Boss’ wants to see me. Some fifteen 
minutes later the blindfold is removed and I find myself in an old 
abandoned warehouse on the edge of the city.  In front of me, calmly 
stroking a white cat (or it may be his hair, it’s hard to tell) is the 
legendary kingpin known only as ‘The Editor’.

He apologises for the cloak and dagger approach but says it was 
necessary as he says he wants me to undertake a deep undercover 
mission behind enemy lines…

“Surely not…?” I gasp.

“Yes, that’s right, I’m sending you to Bath & Borders. I’m hearing there 
are some good pubs in Widcombe and I need to know about them now. 
I’ve arranged transport for you from a secret location into the heart of 
Bath, but from there you’re on your own.” 

It turns out the secret location is Keynsham station, and technically I’m 
not on my own as my wife wants to do some shopping…

Widcombe derives from the old Celtic term for ‘wide valley’ indicating 
that it was a settlement of the ancient Britons.  There is some evidence 
of Roman activity which is unsurprising given its proximity to Aquae 
Sulis (Bath).  The 15th century Thomas à Beckett Church and 17th 
century Widcombe Manor House in Church Street are well worth a 
visit. 

These days the best way to get to Widcombe is to head under Bath Spa 
station and across the new Halfpenny footbridge (the old one tragically 
collapsed into the Avon in 1877 with the loss of 10 lives).  Turn left and 
cross Rossiter Road and you are at the rear of Claverton Buildings, 
where there is an entrance to…

The Ram, 20 Claverton Buildings, BA2 4LD. 

This entrance is up some covered stairs to the bar area which is on the 
higher level. Originally called the Ram Brewery Tavern, this has been 
a pub since 1856. There’s one bar and a separate function room. It’s 
all wooden floors and a mix of wooden tables and chairs. Look out 
for the lovely continuous bench/settle that forms three quarters of a 
square at the ‘front’ of the pub. There are also multiple TVs, with rugby 
a speciality.

The food is simple but tasty, with specials advertised on the 
blackboard. Free wifi is available, with a password that commemorates 
the beloved pub dog Bertie, who died in 2016.

Shine on Widcombe
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From Nailsea & Backwell Train 
Station, with pick-ups in Nailsea 
to the Festival every 30 minutes. 
Full details at: 

Over 160 Beers, Ciders & Perries. Free Live 
Music Saturday & Sunday. Children’s Village, 
Food Outlets & many other attractions. 

Advance ticket valid for all sessions £10 
includes programme, Commemorative Glass & 
two half-pints. 

Daily admission £5 (£3 CAMRA)
includes glass & guide

Last admission 10pm • Over 18s only
Right of admission reserved

visit swanseacamra.org.uk for latest information on admission details, festival beers & bands

150
real ales,
ciders & perries!

over
Running for over 30 Years!

24th, 25th & 26th August 2017
Thursday 24th: 5pm - 11pm

Friday 25 & Saturday 26th: Noon - 11pm

Brangwyn Hall, St Helen’s Road, Swansea, SA1 4PE

0844 412 4640
www.gbbf.org.uk/tickets
      @GBBF         GreatBritishBeerFestival

GET YOUR
TICKETS
NOW

GREAT BRITISH

FESTIVAL 2017
8-12 AUGUST
OLYMPIA LONDON

BEER

40
years

1977-2017

REAL ALE 
& OTHER

CRAFT BEER,
CIDER &  
PERRY

ENGLISH WINE             STREET FOOD          ENTERTAINMENTPLUS...

This event is supported by our  
proud festival partner.

Come & join us!

Frocester's 38th Beer Festival
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Frocester Cricket Club
Pounds Close

Frocester
GL10 3TW

Get your tickets

NOW

25th - 26th August 2017

www.frocesterbeerfestival.com

Looking for a beer festival? . . .
Stoke Bishop Beer Festival
Hosted by Dawkins Ales at the Stoke Bishop Village Hall on Saturday 
3rd June from noon to 10pm (free entry), with 25 beers and ciders from 
Dawkins and brewers near and far. Food includes hot bangers from 
Sausagenius including their Cumberland Curl made with Dawkins beer. 
Live music in the afternoon. See dawkinsales.com/beerfest3.html.

‘I Want Moor’ Festival
Celebrating 10 years of Moor Beer, at the Moor brewery tap in Days 
Road, Bristol over the weekend of 16th to 18th June featuring beers 
from local (including Moor of course) and international breweries, 
which will include new and rare beers, plus a range of local food 
vendors.

Nailsea & Backwell Beer & Cider Festival
The 14th annual festival at Nailsea & Backwell Rugby Club, Friday 7th 
to Sunday 9th July, with over 160 beers, ciders and perries, plus other 
attractions. Free half-hourly bus service from the local railway station 
and pick-ups in Nailsea. See www.applefest.co.uk.

Sun Fest
The Rising Sun in Frampton Cotterell 
(pictured above), effectively the brewery tap 
for GWB, will be holding their annual beer 
festival, called Sun Fest, between 21st and 
23rd July. There is no admission charge for 
this event, but a collection will held for the 
‘Help for Heroes’ charity. 

Weston Lions Club Real Ale & Cider 
Festival
Now in its tenth year, the festival, held in 
a large marquee on Weston-super-Mare’s 
Beach Lawns, runs from 11am Friday 28th to 
5pm Sunday 30th July (with a ‘Charity Dinner 
and Race Night’ on the Thursday evening). 
Entry is free during the day and £3 after 5pm. 
See www.westonlionsrealalefestival.co.uk.

BADRAG/New Inn mini festival
A mini festival and barbecue at the New Inn, 
Mayshill in conjunction with BADRAG (Bristol 
& District Rare Ales Group) on Saturday 5th 
August. See the BADRAG article elsewhere 
for further details.

The Great British Beer Festival
Britain’s biggest beer festival will be 
returning to London this summer to 
celebrate its 40th anniversary from Tuesday 
8th to Saturday 12th August at Olympia, 
London. A paradise for beer lovers, CAMRA’s 
Great British Beer Festival is an event not to 
be missed with beers, ciders and perries to 
suit all tastes. See www.gbbf.org.uk.

Swansea Bay Beer & Cider Festival
Swansea CAMRA’s 31st annual festival 
at Brangwyn Hall from Thursday 24th to 
Saturday 26th August, with over 100 real 
ales and over 60 ciders and perries. See 
swanseacamra.org.uk.

Frocester Beer Festival
The 38th beer festival at Frocester Cricket 
Club on Friday 25th and Saturday 26th 
August, featuring over 100 different cask-
conditioned real ales from more than 50 
breweries around the UK, plus live music. See 
www.frocesterbeerfestival.com.

. . . then why not give these a try?

Advertise in Pints West
10,000 copies printed quarterly and distributed to 

hundreds of pubs throughout the region
Also available to read on-line at 

www.bristolcamra.org.uk
Contact Steve Plumridge Steve.Plumridge.PintsWest@gmail.com
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The Bristol & District CAMRA Pubs Campaigning Group (Bristol Pubs 
Group for short) was formed in response to the growing number 
of pubs in the Bristol area closing or being drastically altered. The 
Group was launched in 2008 with the support of local councillors, 
members of the trade and the media.

Our aims are simple. Bristol Pubs Group will:
Promote the use of community pubs.
Campaign against closure of pubs that 
could be viable.
Campaign against insensitive alterations.

Web: www.camrabristol.org.uk/pubsgroup    Email: bristolpubsgroup@yahoogroups.co.uk

BRISTOL  PUBS  GROUP

Pub News
The Colston Yard in Bristol is closed and for sale so the future plan is 
unknown; the pub benefitted from a major investment recently so 
one would hope for continued success should it reopen. Behind the 
City Hall, close to the Lime Kiln, the Pineapple is still for lease with 
Fleurets.

Peter Gibbs at the Volunteer Tavern in St Jude’s tells us: ‘As you know 
I have been planning an expansion at the 
Volunteer for a number of years, and now 
it is about to happen!’ So Peter organised a 
sharing of the plans with friends, family and 
customers who have supported him over 
the years on Bank Holiday May Day. We look 
forward to the outcome of these ambitious 
and exciting plans, ones which should even 
include a brewery built on some of the 
plot adjacent to the pub. It’s also worth 
mentioning here that the Volunteer Tavern 
has teamed up with Twisted Oak to create 
a special beer. Peter says, “We’ve brewed a 
beer with Keith at Twisted Oak that is going 
to be on our bar, and only our bar. It’s a 4% 
US hopped easy drinking pale. It will be 
£2.95 for CAMRA cardholders and always 
available here at the Volly.”

The Bristol Pubs Group was successful in achieving ‘Landmark Building’ 
status for the Stag & Hounds a few years ago and since then it has 
become an important pub on the western entrance to Old Market. 
Following an indifferent period of licensee changes and variability it 
found favour as a live music venue and has enjoyed the last few years 
as a very popular destination. But the owners have pulled out of the 
pub to concentrate their business at the Mother’s Ruin though a 
new licensee should have taken on the pub by the time you read this. 
Similarly the Kingsdown Wine Vaults is being vacated by the same 
people as the Stag & Hounds but there is interest from possible suitors 
to this Kingsdown pub.

We have just received reports that the Punch Bowl on Old Market 
Street had closed; if anyone has any details then please get in touch. 
The former Lounge (aka Pride, Masons Arms, Chequers) on Old Market 
Street is still dressed up as a City Fox taxi office but its conversion has 
been challenged on the grounds of no permission being sought for this 
Grade II listed building within a Conservation Area. A hundred metres 
away in West Street, a new bar called Dutch (in the building formerly 
known as Retreat) is serving St Austell Tribute and ‘diddy plates’ (that’s 
food, not a drink) as well as 300 different gins, while the Gin Palace 
(Palace Hotel) has upped its game on gin offerings. The Printers 
Devil development is under construction on Broad Plain along with 
its neighbour, Goldsmith House. According to the plans a pub or bar 
should be included and we shouldn’t have to wait too long to find out 
what is offered to us in this nine-years-closed pub.

The Swan With Two Necks on Little Anne Street continues open 
and trading despite a report to the contrary in Bristol’s major press 
publication during March. And the Stapleton Road Tavern, which has 
been closed for at least 10 years, has had its exterior painted and pub 
signage reinstated.

The Red Lion in Clifton (near the Downs) has had a turbulent time 
since the glory days when it was a must-visit two-roomed smart 
boozer more than a decade ago. Now a planning application is in 
place for its conversion into residential use, a shame for this once 
well-appointed public house. In Redland Chums celebrated its 
first birthday on 7th April and its Bristol micropub stable mate the 
Drapers Arms in Horfield is celebrating being named Bristol & District 
CAMRA’s pub of the year. Less is definitely more for these two small 
pubs.

The Nook (formerly Velindra) in Redfield has been closed. According 
to their Facebook page they are looking for the perfect chef to 
relaunch the food side of the business but in the meantime they are 
accepting bookings for private hire events. In Bedminster the Hare 
is for sale at £850,000. The pub is open as usual but after five years 
establishing a cracking pub the owner has decided to move on. We 
hope the next owner can continue this winning formula. Just along 
the road a collaboration between the Old Bookshop and Bristol 
brewers Wiper & True has seen the opening of a brand new café/bar in 
an old butcher’s shop. The new bar is called the Old Butcher’s and is 
majoring its beer on Wiper & True’s excellent choices as well as good 
beer from elsewhere. The Princess of Wales on Westbourne Grove 
remains closed but for let. The Shakespeare in Totterdown reopened 
late April and the long-time-closed George & Railway in Temple 
along with its neighbour the Grosvenor Hotel are the focus of a 
significant redevelopment of the island on which they sit. Demolition 
is planned for the Grosvenor while conversion of the George & 
Railway into bar, café, accommodation and retail use is intended. 
The Russell Arms in Ducie Road, Lawrence Hill is open but for sale 
with Fleurets. It is currently owned by Admiral Taverns. The Redfield 
Inn is undergoing a major piece of work to add dwelling space and 
reconfigure the ground floor to make better use of the public house 
trading area. Ultimately this should improve efficiency and secure the 
future of this long-established pub. The Three Crowns in Blackswarth 
Road is troubled following a threat to the licensee to vacate the 
premises as (the threat is) the pub will close and become flats. The 
Bristol Pubs Group is supporting the licensee, regulars and the wider 
community in a bid to save the pub which is a significant pool league 
lead venue; it has an excellent intact interior, and attracts a diverse 
range of customers from the immediate community as well as further 
afield. It is, in short, a proper community pub.

Fishponds’ Railway Tavern has its lease for sale but the pub is open 
as usual. This is a busy and characterful off-street pub which is 
visible from Fishponds Road if you look well enough when travelling 
near Lidl. We are told that Darren and Sarah are welcoming us all 
to the new-look Greyhound on Lodge Causeway, and there has 
been a planning application for a brand new micropub in an old 
retail unit opposite the Straits. John Fallon and David Sibley applied 
for planning permission to open the new pub, Snuffy Jack’s Ale 
House, in number 800 Fishponds Road. The guys tell us that there 
is reference to the connection with the miller called Snuffy Jack that 
used to mill on the River Frome in Snuff Mills and whose smock was 
always covered in snuff. Good news: just before Pints West went to 
press we heard that the planning application had been approved! 
The Farrier’s Arms remains to lease with Maggs and Allen. The ex 
Cross Keys in Fishponds is vacant following the exit of Bristol Beer 
Shop. With its licence for on-sales is there a chance that this could be 
revamped as a viable pub?

The Queen Vic on Gloucester Road closed following its sale at auction 
and the new owner has plans for it. We don’t know what those plans 
involve but we are both saddened by the pub’s closure and optimistic 
of what could be possible in this vibrant part of the northern city a 
stone’s throw from the Drapers Arms.

There’s plenty going on in South Gloucestershire, most notably that 
the local authority has not objected to the demolition of the Railway 
Inn at Yate. No replacement development has been suggested by the 
site owner so regarding the demolition of a locally listed building with 
an attractive frontage, potential for letting rooms with adaptable 
interior space, as well as a large car park, on the bus route, next to Yate 
railway station and with no other pubs within one kilometre, we might 
have expected the owner be told to go away and try harder to reinvent 
the pub into a modern forward looking and reliable establishment. 
Chipping Sodbury’s Tern Inn has a planning application hanging over it 
to demolish the pub and build 28 homes and the Portcullis in the high 
street has closed again. This large hotel with multiple rooms off of a 
central courtyard and a sheltered outdoor space has stacks going for 
it. Better news at Hambrook where the White Horse reopened on 21st 
March after a couple of years closed. A substantial investment sees the 
pub neatly presented with a modern-traditional interior with plenty 
of space for the many diners that are visiting but with provision for 
drinkers with up to three real ales offered.

Yet another pub has closed in Kingswood, the Shant being the 
latest casualty, while the Chequers at Hanham has applied for the 
‘erection of a first floor side extension to provide two additional visitor 
bedrooms and one additional staff bedroom, and the erection of a 
canopy over the existing ground floor terrace area and to raise the 
terrace by 400mm’. Ei Group is the new name of Enterprise Inns and 
their Cross House in Doynton is for sale but remains open.

In North Somerset the George Inn at Abbot’s Leigh had been 
temporarily closed for structural improvements but was due to reopen 
on the 26th May. Campaigners continue to apply pressure to save the 
Lord Nelson at Cleeve with new owner Jonathan Tout saying that a 

Destruction all too common: the Railway at Yate

Under attack: the Tern Inn, Chipping Sodbury

scheme to include a community-focused pub/café has been prepared in 
an effort to save the pub, thus turning it from a struggling beast into a 
thriving local hub. (By the way, an article in the last issue by Ian Beckey 
on the fate of the closed Merchants Arms in Stapleton stated that it 
had been bought by Jonathan Tout’s company Budgens (Tout Ltd). This 
was incorrect and we apologise for the error.)  A planning application 
has been submitted by Lily Developments Ltd to change the use of the 
Bungalow Inn at Felton from mixed use of motel (C1) and public house 
(A4) to hotel (C1).

In Clevedon work starts in May to convert the ex Campbell’s Landing 
into a restaurant and boutique hotel. The White Hart in Weston-
in-Gordano is hosting a monthly market attracting local Somerset 
producers’ crafts, flowers and other produce. The Star Inn at 
Tickenham has a new owner in Steve King who was previously at the 
Old Barn in Wraxall. I was still digesting Neil Ravencroft’s excellent 
article Inn and around Portishead in the last issue of Pints West when 
news came through of the reopening of the White Lion on the High 
Street under the new name of Old Mill.

So that is the latest news in our branch area but if you know any more 
than us then please speak up. Pubs are still being lost at an alarming 
rate due to all sorts of reasons that the Bristol Pubs Group are trying 
to tackle but what we can all do is use them and support what they are 
doing, and with the summer upon us what better way is there to spend 
your time with friends and family than in the pub or pub garden?

Just over the border we have been informed by our Pub Heritage Group 
of the latest at the Red Lion at Ampney St Peter in Gloucestershire. The 
application for change of use was rejected by Cotswold District Council. 
The reasons given: loss of a very special local amenity and that non-
viability was unproven as the pub had only been offered for sale at a 
dwelling price, while an offer for it as a pub, below the asking price, 
had been refused. Thanks to Rob Tough for this welcome news. So this 
story has some way to run, hopefully with some good outcome.

We’ll drink to that…!
Mike Jackson

For the Bristol Pubs Group

PALE
U.S.HOPS
Centennial, chinook, comet

UNFINED

4%
Brewed by Keith of Twisted 

Oak Brewery, Wrington

Helped by Beth, Jamo, May, 
Pete, Texas, Theo, Sophia and 

Will of Volunteer Tavern

volly
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Some readers may have heard of the fantastic breakthrough a 
CAMRA-led campaign had in March. A new level of protection 
was agreed by Parliament to protect pubs. The Neighbourhood 

Planning Bill was at one of its stages of debate when Lord Roy 
Kennedy of Southwark proposed a clause to close a loophole in what 
are known as ‘permitted development rights’. The House of Lords gave 
this huge support, which the Commons then had to consider.

CAMRA, along with MPs such as Charlotte Leslie (Bristol North West) 
and Greg Mulholland (Leeds North West) who are keen supporters of 
the protection of pubs, had been pressing the planning minister earlier 
in the year. They had been pushing for such a change for a very long 
time.

At present, pubs’ permitted development rights allow a range of 
changes to pubs without requiring planning permission. Unless the 

Victory in fight to secure pubs planning protection
pub is listed, in a conservation area or has an Article 4 impressed on it, 
the property can be converted to a range of other uses. These include 
restaurants, supermarkets (both of which we have seen a large spate 
of in the past 10 years) and offices amongst other uses. The Friendship 
Inn (Knowle) and Foresters Inn (Westbury-on-Trym) may spring to 
mind. In addition, pubs which are freestanding may be demolished 
without requiring planning permission. Take the Masons Arms 
(Lawrence Weston) and Bourne End (Brentry).

Thanks to the campaigning of CAMRA members nationwide pressing 
their MPs over the years for pub protection, this will be no more 
once the Bill is an Act and takes effect. Planning permission will then 
be required. By having this, local communities can have a say over 
whether or not their local should be lost.

Tim Belsten
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The Cattle Market Tavern in Cattle Market Road adjacent to 
Temple Meads station, was rebuilt in the Arts and Crafts style 
around 1910 on the site of a cattle market dating to around 1828 

which was later demolished by the Great Western Railway in the early 
20th century. The pub was located just outside the boundary of a new 
Royal Mail sorting office which opened in 1969 and in later years most 
of its customer base tended to come from sorters who worked there.

The pub’s architectural features were highlighted in Pints West issue 
110 (summer 2016) but it is also worth noting that on either side of the 
main doorway of the front elevation extensive window fenestration 
still survives; there is also a corbelled course above the entrance, a 
moulded tablet at first-floor level topped off with a semi-circular roof 
pediment. There are also single-storey gabled wings each side of the 
main building with two tripartite windows on each with an additional 
doorway on the left-hand side.

Following the departure of the Royal Mail to its new headquarters at 
Filton in 1997, the pub closed and has remained so ever since. There 
has been ongoing uncertainty over the pub’s future and consequently 
it became a frequent topic of discussion at Bristol Pubs Group (BPG)
meetings. Recently, the pub was brought within the boundaries of 
the new Temple Quarter Enterprise Zone regeneration project (a 
partnership between Network Rail, Bristol City Council and the Homes 
and Communities Agency) close to the site of the proposed new Bristol 
concert arena. When BPG became aware of the project, it became 
apparent that the original design brief included a proposal to demolish 
the pub and replace it with a multi-storey lego-block style office/
residential building use within a high-density development served by 
a new road (Station Street) running underneath Temple Meads station 
from the Friary direction.

This was of great concern to BPG and heritage organisations so it was 
decided to comment on the developers Temple Quarter stakeholder 
consultation supporting the retention, restoration and reopening of 
the pub in any future redevelopment scheme. Thanks to our efforts, 
the developers accepted the pub’s architectural merits and mentioned 
the possibility of retaining it in their revised scheme. After receiving 
such a positive response we began to look forward to the potential 
reopening of the pub at some stage in the future especially with the 
high level of inward investment expected to be generated by the 
enterprise zone over the next 25 years thus making a reopened pub 
very much a viable business.

However, with the ongoing delay with the arena project and persistent 

rumours that it might be cancelled altogether, BPG became concerned 
that plans to save the pub as part of the overall Temple Quarter 
Enterprise Zone scheme could fall through. Shortly afterwards, Bristol 
University announced that it had bought the former Royal Mail sorting 
office site and intended to demolish it for a new campus opening in 
time for the 2021/22 academic year, providing capacity for more than 
5,000 students. Called the Temple Quarter Campus, the site would 
secure the university’s future growth and, in time, it would also include 
a student village. This change in circumstance put the pub’s future in 
serious doubt and it appears that it could be demolished according to 
the latest plans for the site.

Obviously, retaining the pub might not be seen as a priority by Bristol 
University, with their overall strategy most likely to be focussed on 
expanding student numbers on top of the existing student population 
within the city of Bristol, even at the expense of one of its valued 
heritage buildings. BPG will oppose any developer planning application 
to demolish the pub and would instead encourage them to see the 
positive benefits in retaining it as a focal point for the new University 
Campus student village. There is also potential for the pub to become 
a meeting point for intending passengers using Bristol Temple 
Meads station and for tourists accessing the new quayside walkways 
alongside the Floating Harbour and Feeder Road. Reusing the surviving 
heritage in the area could thus add a richness and local character to the 
Temple Quarter redevelopment zone which might otherwise run the 
risk of looking like any other Bristol waterfront development scheme. 
This in spite of the developers avowed intention of making the Temple 
Quarter development a ‘unique’ or ‘iconic’ project.

Ian Beckey (for Bristol Pubs Group)

Please don’t demolish the Cattle Market Tavern!

I regret to advise you of what seems like yet another permanent pub 
closure in the Kingswood area of Bristol – it feels like there will be 
none left soon.

The Shant in Crown Road, at the Soundwell end of Kingswood, closed 
its doors in the early hours of 1st May 2017.  It had been advertised 
for sale with ‘development potential’ shortly before. This was a large 
Enterprise estate pub that had been clearly struggling to survive in 
different hands for many years. It rarely sold real ale in the latter years 
and only got busy when putting on late-night loud parties that were 
inappropriate for such a residential area. I will declare a vested interest 
here at this point, my being a nearby neighbour. I had not been in for 
many years as the pub had nothing to offer that I wanted to buy.

Until around 12 years ago it was a wholly different thriving community 
pub run responsibly by long-standing respectable licensees and it is 
tragic to see the demise of such pubs, especially in the Kingswood 
area. I cannot help feeling that had Enterprise wished, then it could 
have been targeted at a whole different market which is not catered 
for locally as it stands. With its large size, beer garden and ample 
parking, it could surely have attracted those seeking quality food and 
drink and a friendly atmosphere for a night out. To give a couple of 
examples of pubs in similar locations that have proven this then think 
of the Rising Sun at Frampton Cotterell, or the Greenbank in Easton, or 
maybe the Hollybush at Bridgeyate. All of these are in residential areas 
but thrive thanks to the quality of their offering. It is hard to escape the 
view that Enterprise and the like are only interested in the value of the 
buildings and land rather than the potential of the businesses that they 
own.

Over the last few years locally we have the lost the following local 
pubs: the Crown in Soundwell Road (now housing), the Highwayman 
(housing), the Royal Archer (demolished), the Anchor Made Forever 
(being developed), the Tennis Court Inn (being developed), the Prince 

Yet another Kingswood 
pub closure

Albert (housing), the Lord Rodney (a Co-Op), the Bell (Tesco’s), the 
Station Master (demolished), and the Chequers which has lain boarded 
up and derelict for five or six years now (bought by Tesco but left to 
rot). I notice that the Midland Spinner in Warmley has been sold with 
the dreaded ‘development potential’ too. Humpers, the real ale and 
cider off license, went too and is now housing. None of those pubs 
is more than two miles from my home so around two thirds of local 
pubs are gone forever. With a growing population and constant house 
building, how can that make sense?

I have tried to ascertain what the plans are for the Shant without joy. 
It has been removed from the estate agent’s website and is rumoured 
to have been bought by two individuals. I cannot find anything on-line 
and there has been zero activity since the incumbents shipped out. 
Whoever bought it is playing their cards close to their chest. If anyone 
knows any more please advise us at Pints West.

Vince Murray

Butcombe has recently appointed Jayne Goater as their new 
project brewer. Jayne (pictured) joins them from Molson Coors’ 
research and development pilot plant in Burton on Trent, where 

she worked on product and brewing process development, honing her 
skills.

Prior to Molson Coors, Jayne gained a degree in brewing science 
and practice from Nottingham University.  Mark Crowther, head of 
the Liberation Group which owns Butcombe, said: “Jayne brings an 
excellent technical background, accompanied by relentless energy and 
enthusiasm. We’ve got a young, dynamic team at Butcombe supporting 
our expansion, and we’re investing to ensure we have the best staff and 
facilities to drive our next phase of growth.”  The number of female ale 
lovers is reportedly rising, and as one of a fresh wave of young, female 
brewers entering the industry Jayne will influence Butcombe’s brewing 
to ensure it is popular with this expanding market.  

On the beer front, with a theme paying homage to when the Butcombe 
brewery started in 1978, the ‘78 Range’ continues with more new beers, 
each named after an event from that year. I’ll just give you hints as to 
what they refer – but you can check their web site for the full story. 

Throughout May a black IPA at 4.2% 
has been available named Forty 
Two (Hitch Hiker’s Guide to the 
Galaxy reference).  There may still 
be some left by the time you read 
this.  For June there will be a wheat 
beer known as Small World at 4.7% 
(Charon, Pluto’s largest moon, was 
discovered).  Next up in July will 
be a session American pale ale at 
3.9% known as Nude (UK’s first ever 
nudist beach in Brighton).  In August 
we will see the arrival of a 6% bock 
known as Invader (Space Invaders 
arcade game).  In September we 
can look forward to a smoked beer 
at 5.1% named Pope (1978 gave us three popes).

Finally an old seasonal favourite Haka (4.5%) will also return this year 
and will be available during the Lions Rugby Tour (June and beginning 
of July). 

Nigel Morris 

A new brewer at Butcombe

Julian Dyer, active member of Bristol & District CAMRA, passed away 
on the 28th April following a sudden relapse from a long-term illness 
at the age of 62. His funeral service took place on Friday, 19th May at 
Canford Crematorium.

Julian, who worked for many years for Bristol City Council, was a 
regular worker at CAMRA’s Bristol Beer Festival, usually seen helping 
out in the foyer area. He was also often seen helping with ticket sales 
sessions for the beer festival, one of the team who manned the desk, 
eager to help customers get their hands on much sought after tickets. 
Julian also served on the local CAMRA committee a number years ago 
as branch treasurer.

A regular for many years at what was the Kellaway Arms (now the 
Gloucester Old Spot), Julian also supported other community pubs in 
north Bristol such as the Annexe in Bishopston.

Away from CAMRA, Julian was a very keen bowls player, being a long-
term member of the Bristol St. Andrews Bowling Club. Julian was an 
accomplished player, participating at county level.

Another of Julian’s great passions was Bristol Rovers football club, 
being a season ticket holder for many years. In fact the last time I saw 

Julian Dyer - RIP

Julian was at the Memorial Stadium at one of the very last games of 
the season that has just ended. He would often follow the Gas ‘on the 
road’ travelling the length of England to follow his club.

Julian was a popular fellow, well known in the local area and with a 
wicked sense of humour. His passing came as a great shock to many 
people. He will be sadly missed by former work colleagues, bowling 
club members, Gasheads and many fellow CAMRA members.

Pete Bridle
Photo by Phil Cummings

BRISTOL  PUBS  GROUP
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Watering Holes in the Desert ...
brought to you from Weston-super-Mare

Pubs update
Here in Weston-super-Mare, the Bear, Brit Bar (home to the RPM 
brewery), Duke of Oxford, Red Admiral and Imperial all offer a good 
CAMRA discount and a live music venue, while the Cabot, Regency, 
Off the Rails and White Hart (the latter two offering very competitive 
prices) continue to provide a wide range of interesting real ales. Other 
Weston pubs also offering real ales are the Bristol Hotel (opening 
hours now 3 to 11 Monday to Thursday, 11 to 12 Friday and Saturday, 
11 to 11 Sunday), Criterion, Dragon Inn, Scally’s, Tavern in the Town, 
Waverley, Windsor Castle and Old Colonial (the current offer here of 
two drinks for a fiver all day includes real ales – Hobgoblin and Pedigree 
are the house beers, with Ringwood Boondoggle recently available). 
The Golden Lion in Worle has been going through several changes and 
Frank, Tyler and the team are vacating at the end of May. We wish them 
well in their next venture.

Brewery news
The Red Kite Brewing Company, founded in the Chilterns in 2016, in 
the village of Naphill, Buckinghamshire, has now set up in Clevedon, 
North Somerset. This new (for the area) microbrewery currently offers 
Tucker’s Tipple (recently on at the Duke of Oxford), a 4% amber ale, 
Golden Dawn, a 3.9% golden ale, and Tucker’s Nuts, a 4.4% rich ruby ale. 
Hopefully we can bring you more on this brewery next time.

Recent events
Since the last issue of Pints West the sub-branch has been rather quiet, 
but enjoyed some opportunities to sample real ales in and around the 
oasis. For example:
On 11 March a ‘meet the brewer’ event was held at the Bear, when many 
fine Stonehenge beers were available including Old Smokey Porter, Great 
Bustard and Spire. A great evening, enjoyed by all who participated – 
many thanks Adam and Lisa. 
From 23 to 25 March the famous Bristol Beer Festival was supported 
by the sub-branch, both as staff and as imbibers. This must-go-to event 
enabled many new and interesting ales to be experienced. Stand-out ales 
(for me, Laurie Jackson) were the wonderful Fownes (of Dudley) Korvac’s 
Downfall, a Baltic style porter at 9.0%, and the Highland (Orkney) Old 
Norway at 8.0% – a real barley wine!
On 29 April a small group from the sub-branch joined the BADRAG 
South Gloucestershire Mild Trail which, apart from the first and final pubs 
not having a mild on, proved a real success, especially the Cross Hands 
in Winterbourne Down where the amazing Coastal Merry Maidens Mild 
made a rare appearance, and the Horseshoe in Chipping Sodbury where 
the truly awesome Walloonatic at 8.5% was, while not itself a mild, an 
interesting surprise! Well done BADRAG for a great event.

Laurie Jackson 
(aided by Adam Bell,Andy Burt,Mark Hirst,Tim Nickolls,Robin E Wild)

The Bear Inn is located on the corner of Walliscote Road and Clevedon 
Road, the latter running inland from opposite the rejuvenated 
Tropicana on Weston’s seafront. It has been another heartening 

local success story whereby a pub that has been closed for some time 
has reopened and prospered. In this case, the premises were previously 
the Balmoral Hotel. This had been struggling for some time and closed 
towards the end of 2011. Adam Langley and his partner Lisa Oleksiewicz 
(pictured) took over the lease and reopened it as the Bear Inn in November 
2012. Adam had previous experience working in pubs – Lisa’s pub 
background mainly comprised being a long-standing lover of real ale. She 
claims to have converted Adam (who was previously mainly a lager and 
cider drinker), who is now passionate about real ale. 

From the start, Adam and Lisa were keen to establish the Bear as a 
traditional pub with a relaxed friendly atmosphere and a focus on real ale 
– “consciously not a bright, soulless craft keg pub.” The number of beers 
and range has steadily increased over the past few years as demand has 
increased. There has not been a permanent beer, with three or four ever-
changing guest beers on offer. The nearest that they have come to having 
a permanent beer is the annual appearance of Stonehenge brewery’s Sign 
Of Spring. This beer regularly appears at beer festivals, largely for novelty 
value, it being green in colour. However, it is actually a very nice beer and 
the Bear’s regulars love it to the extent that it is available for the two to 
three months that it is produced by Stonehenge over the spring period. 
Lisa reports that their record for polishing off a cask is 4 hours 38 minutes. 

At the time of my visit to do this piece the beers on offer were Sign Of 
Spring, Flying Monk’s Jackdaw Porter and Milk Street’s American Pale Ale 
– this selection typifies the imaginative range you can expect to find. They 
say they are keen to give smaller breweries a chance and you can certainly 
come across some gems both from local breweries and from across the 
UK. Lisa and Adam say that they can now make a pretty good judgement 
of the types of beers that their customers will like. 

Lisa and Adam’s hard work and perseverance was recognised by CAMRA 
with them being awarded a place in the 2017 Good Beer Guide. They have 
seen some new faces as a result of this and this is likely to increase now 
that we are heading into summer with an increase in visitors to the town. 

Away from the beer side of the operation, there is accommodation 
available on a room-only basis. The large front bar area is open-plan but 
has two distinct areas. To the right as you enter is the bar, with an adjacent 
real fire, papers, tourist information leaflets and a good selection of 

The Bear Inn

books. Food is limited to substantial rolls on the bar. To the left of the 
entrance is an area that is used for live bands every Saturday night and 
the occasional Friday, Sunday and bank holiday events. There is a quiz 
on Wednesdays, a rock-orientated jukebox, a piano, darts, pool and a 
currently unused skittle alley (if you fancy starting a team up, please 
pop in to discuss it with them). There is often a real cider and always a 
selection of keg ciders. The pub is dog-friendly and allegedly horse-
friendly!

Back to the beer. A recent ‘meet the brewer’ event was held where Stig 
and Anna Andersen from Stonehenge brewery spent a very enjoyable 
evening at the Bear, showcasing six of their excellent ales. As a result 
of the close relationship between the pub and the brewery, there will 
shortly be a new beer called Assail brewed specially by Stonehenge for 
the pub.

Prices are very reasonable, with all ales costing £3 regardless of 
strength. This is reduced to £2.80 for CAMRA members. They also run 
a beer festival around the middle of November, which always has an 
excellent well-chosen selection of beers.

The Bear Inn is an unpretentious place that is equally welcoming to 
locals and visitors. Tim Nickolls

Send your letters to
steve.plumridge.pintswest@gmail.com

Steve Plumridge,
Garden Flat, 6 Royal York Villas,

Clifton, Bristol BS8 4JR

Readers’ Letters

Drapers Arms for best Best
Unlike a good bottle of restaurant wine 

that you can’t find again, I managed to get 
some excellent Ashley Down Landlords Best 
(4.2%) at the Drapers Arms in Bishopston after 
enjoying it at the recent Bristol Beer Festival. I 
haven’t had a pint of best bitter as good as this 
in a very long time – one of the reasons why 
I moved on to milds, porters and stouts. Not 
surprised the Drapers Arms is Bristol & District 
CAMRA branch Pub of the Year 2017. To use a 
fashion analogy, will this now become a mini or 
a maxi pub!

Regards,
Graham Watson (by email).

The John Gatty letter
Hello Reader. Off I go again, putting 

fingers to keys. I must start by congratulating 
our Editor on achieving another award for this 
highly esteemed magazine. Well done Ed.

To carry on, the ‘Thornbury Quaffers’ had 
our usual second Friday in the month visit to the 
Horseshoe, Chipping Sodbury, where I enjoyed 
four pints of the beers they had on offer. (I never 
make a note of the beers I drink, don’t know 

why, bloody lazy I guess.) I say, you never 
receive a poor pint in that establishment.  Four 
days later, having taken ‘Management’ shopping 
in Yate (I do tend to do these stupid things on 
occasion) I once again paid a visit to the ’Shoe 
for lunch, enjoying a pint of The Reverend 
James (I remembered that one).

On the fourth Friday of the month, the 
‘Quaffers’ visit the Old Spot in Dursley, where 
once again three or four pints were enjoyed. The 
‘Quaffers’ do seem to visit pubs where the beer 
is always of first rate quality.

The day after this was one of the highlights 
of the Bristol CAMRA branch calendar, the 
Bristol Beer Festival. Four ‘Quaffers’ – Roger, 
Chris, Neil and yours truly – boarded the nine 
o’clock bus from Thornbury to Bristol, then a 
bus to the venue, arriving about 10.30, joining 
the queue of about 60 to 70 other beer lovers 
(well I guess they were) in the bright sunshine. 
Then just before 11.30 the doors opened, and lo 
and behold we were now about 100 to 120th in 
the queue. It was blatantly obvious that people 
were walking the length of the queue, looking 
for someone they had once spoken to in a pub, 
and then joining them to get in. Why on earth 
can people be like that? Ignorance I guess. 
Moan over.

On entering we quickly found a vacant 
table, which by then were in short supply. 
Funny how a table with two people sitting at it 
can have eight coats placed on vacant chairs.  
As usual there was a good selection of beers 
on offer and, in my opinion, the best I had was 
Orkney’s Red MacGregor, a smashing pint. As 
usual our Editor was hard at it selling tokens on 
a stall (bless his cotton socks), then I espied our 
worthy branch chairman taking photographs. 

So, as a throw-away line, I said to Roger, “I hope 
he’s got a film in that” only to be told cameras 
don’t have films anymore, they are digital, so I 
said, “Well then, I hope he’s got a didge in it.” A 
smashing lunchtime just flew by, and all too soon 
it was time to wend our way back to Thornbury. 
I would like to say congratulations to all the 
people who took part in organising such a great 
event. Well done to you all.

Four days after this wonderful event, 
the Gatty family suffered from a tragedy, 
‘Management’ was stricken by a stroke and 
was rushed into Southmead hospital. Whilst 
in there she had some wonderful treatment 
from the medical staff; they are unbelievable, 
so dedicated. Where would we be without the 
NHS? I was spending 10 hours a day with her in 
the hospital, and on the fifth day my grandson, 
Steve, came to visit and said to me, “Come on 
Gramps, I’m going to take you out for a meal. 
So, on the recommendation of one of the nursing 
staff we went to the Inn on the Green, where I 
had lunch and a pint of Prescott’s Hill Climb. I 
can assure you that pint did not touch the sides, 
my having not touched a drop of alcohol in 
days. Thanks Steve. I am pleased to say that I 
have now got her home safe and sound. She is 
making steady progress, it’s two steps forward 
and one step back. All my activities went on 
hold, but I am hoping soon that I shall be out and 
about, checking that the quality of beer has not 
deteriorated.

Well folks, that finishes my effort for this 
highly esteemed magazine. I would like to wish 
you all good health.

Cheers.
John Gatty,
Thornbury.

It is with a very heavy heart that I have to report that one of our 
longest running and most highly regarded local breweries has 
ceased brewing, seemingly for good. In early April I received a 

phone call from Dave Turner, managing director of RCH brewery in 
West Hewish, near Weston-super-Mare.

I assumed that he was ringing to advise me that the brewery had won 
yet another award for its great beers. I was therefore truly shocked 
when Dave said, “I am afraid that we have no choice but to place the 
brewery into administration in the next few weeks.” Dave explained 
that they were unable to obtain an ‘Alcohol Wholesaler Registration 
Number’ due to a historical disagreement with HMRC. He has since 
issued the statement below dated April 22 2017.

“RCH brewery has been placed in to an extremely difficult situation. 
Due to historical trading and administration issues, HMRC have 
taken the decision to refuse our application for Alcohol Wholesaler 
Registration meaning that whilst we can legally brew beer, we are 
unable to sell it. In the same week and for some of the same reasons 
HMRC revoked our export licenses too, thus removing our ability to 
undertake the export work we had been undertaking. This means that 
the two main areas of our business are unable to continue.

“As I write this, we’re not currently in administration or liquidation. 
We had an eleventh hour option present itself of maybe being able to 
sell the business but with further developments in the last 24 hours 
this won’t be possible and we expect to be appointing an insolvency 
practitioner to handle the liquidation by the end of the week.

The end of 
RCH brewery?

“Thankfully, some of the 
team have already managed 
to secure jobs elsewhere so 
we’re currently operating 
on a skeleton staff but as 
there’s no brewing activity 
or deliveries there isn’t really 
anything happening anyway, 
the remaining team will 
unfortunately be made redundant upon liquidation.

“It’s an awfully sad and crazy situation we’ve been placed in to and it’s 
truly heartbreaking that so much history, passion and excellent beers 
are having to disappear.”

AS CAMRA’s ‘Brewery Liaison Officer’ for RCH for many, many years, 
I am particularly sad at this news, as the brewery seemed to be 
taking giant steps forward following a takeover in 2016. It was only 
in February that RCH hosted a fantastic brewery trip for 24 lucky 
members. They then generously sponsored the exciting new ‘app’ at 
Bristol Beer Festival. It seems clear that nobody at the brewery had 
any idea what was about to happen so soon after.

All we can do now is thank RCH (and particularly head brewer Graham 
Dunbavan who has been there throughout) for all the years of great 
beer and wish all involved the best of luck in seeking new ventures. 
These beers were too good to lose forever so let’s hope that something 
good eventually emerges. Vince Murray
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A Round With Robin

The period which I am covering in this edition of Pints West 
started with a collection of beers from the county of Derbyshire 
and ended with a collection of beers from Dorset at the Seven 

Stars in Thomas Lane, in the Temple district of Bristol. Considered to 
be the longest running monthly beer festival, the ‘Beeriodical’, as it 
is called, was invented by the previous landlord, Paul Wratten (who 
is now landlord of the Lime Kiln), and has been ably continued by 
his successor, Darren Kay. The intervening months saw beers from 
Cheshire in March and Hampshire in April. Obviously I cannot do them 
justice except by mentioning perhaps my favourite brewery from each, 
so Ashover from Derbyshire, Red Willow from Cheshire, Wild Weather 
from Hampshire and Cerne Abbas from Dorset.

The third Saturday in February was marked by a stunning collection 
of beers at the Old Bank in Keynsham for the Bristol And District Rare 
Ales Group (BADRAG) party. The landlord, Simon, pulled out all the 
stops to supply some amazing beers, straight from the barrel in the 
garden, and also behind the bar from the handpumps. Fortunately it 
was a cracking day weather-wise and I spent most of the time close to 
the barrels outside, disappointingly missing most of the performance 
by a rockabilly band ‘Red Hot Trio’ inside, only witnessing the last 
three numbers. The ‘top beer’ was Coastal Kernow Imperial Stout from 
Cornwall which, though rated at 9%, was more likely to have been 
stronger as Simon had laid it down in his cellar since May 2016. 

I expect that some of you will have noticed that some of the pump clips 
these days are nothing short of brilliant. I especially like the Totally 
Brewed ones from Nottingham (the beers are equally spectacular), 
but exceptionally amusing is that of Oakham’s Doctor Phobia (for a 
dark chestnut bitter seen at the Gryphon in Colston Street) which 
shows a man in a white coat with spiders on his coat and wielding a 
huge syringe. Also tried at the Gryphon one evening was the Almasty 
Smoking Gun from Newcastle on Tyne, the description of which is 
given correctly as a Bavarian-style smoked beer which blends German 
smoked malt, peat smoked malt, beech smoked pale malt and oak 
smoked wheat to give a roasted, savoury smooth flavour. Once 
brewed, the beer has also been injected with fresh hickory smoke 
which to my palate gives a flavour not unlike Laphroaig single malt 
whisky; highly recommended if you like that sort of thing. Other 
great beers that evening came from Greyhound B46 and Bingham’s 
Peppercorn Porter. This leads on nicely to the Gryphon beer festival 
(known as the MetAle Festival) where the beers included the 
wonderfully named beer from Alechemy, The Number of the Yeast, 
which also got my highest rating for the beer of the festival, although 
the Broughton Hopopotamus was a close contender. The pub bar area 
had a makeover at the end of April and has now got its keg taps on the 
back wall, and bottle displays either side of the bar.

At the Bear Inn, Weston-super-Mare, Adam the landlord invited 
Danish master brewer Stig Anker Andersen of the Stonehenge brewery 
to the pub for a ‘meet the brewer’ session on a Saturday afternoon in 
March. Stig arrived with his wife Anna and stayed the night at the Bear, 
and was present all afternoon to chat with the members of the Weston 
sub-branch and the regulars. He was also accompanied by six different 
beers from the brewery. The green Sign of Spring is a favourite at the 
pub; one barrel has been known to be drunk in less than five hours. 
The photo shows Stig and Anna in the centre and three members of 
the new committee of Weston-super-Mare CAMRA, as well as Adam 
behind the bar and, if you look really closely, a glimpse of Sign of Spring 
on the table in the foreground. 

On the first day of the Wetherspoon’s beer festival I went to the 
Commercial Rooms in Corn Street in central Bristol to imbibe 
beers from the barrels and spent time with Gavin Paterson from 
Bristol CAMRA comparing the ones on offer. My favourite then, and 
throughout, was the Titanic Cappuccino; this was also to be found 
at the Bristol Beer Festival where I worked for the trade session and 
lunchtime sessions as well. At the Prince of Wales in Gloucester Road 
at the end of March I had the Bristol Beer Factory Independence at £3.10 
a pint (with CAMRA discount, instead of £3.90) and followed that with 
a pint of North Cotswold Hung Drawn and Portered at the same price 
(instead of £4.20).

Having not been to the Gloucester Beer Festival since the first year 
they had it, I decided to go for this their fifth festival, where from a 
good selection of ales my favourite two were the Hopcraft Sharks 
Against Surfers and Mad Dog Stouty McStoutface. Also worth a mention 
was the Red Cat Smoggy, a smoky ruby beer. The festival was as usual 
held at the Blackfriars Priory, an English Heritage site, and the weather 
was well suited for those who chose to drink in the square where 
the cloisters would have been, where in the photo can be seen some 
members from Bristol CAMRA.

The Cornubia in Bristol has had a good selection from Blue Bee 
brewery in Sheffield this quarter, but the outstanding beers they’ve 
had are the Prescott 6, a 4.5% ABV beer that tastes like a 6% IPA, 
and the Totally Brewed Four Hopmen of the Apocalypse. The Raven in 
Bath,had a beer festival in the first week of April, and the beers were all 
sourced from the Newcastle and Tyneside region; the one I liked most 
was the Northern Alchemy Moroccan Spiced Mild.

On Good Friday the Drapers Arms on Gloucester Road, Horfield, had 
its first beer festival with 30 barrels over the long weekend, 18 being on 
at any one time. Although I try to get there at least once a fortnight, it 
was good to see new faces there as well as many of the locals. There 
were many good beers there but I liked the Incredible Chocolate Stout 
and the Incredible Black IPA the best of the local beers, with the Ashley 
Down Plum Porter not far behind.

On St Georges Day at the one pub that really goes to town in 
celebrating England’s patron saint, the Cornubia, the Rag Morris 

performed with their usual blend of jovial unprofessionalism and 
exquisite skill. The beers there included Beowulf Finn’s Hall Porter, 
Beowulf Chasebuster and Mallinson’s Columbus, all of which went 
down very well. Just around the corner at the Seven Stars, the 
Whiskey Headed Buddies band performed a late-booked set 
which was recorded, and the Mordue Allelic Drift beer was a good 
accompaniment.

The last day of April saw around 50 BADRAG supporters go on a coach 
crawl of South Gloucestershire pubs in search of mild beer. All except 
the first and the last pubs tried had at least one mild on, so it was a 
successful day out, and the company and weather were perfect. I have 
to say that the Beaufort Arms at Hawkesbury Upton was my favourite 
pub on the trip, and I’m always amazed at the increasing collection of 
beer and other artefacts that the landlord, Mark Steeds, has on display 
at the pub. The Cross Hands at Winterbourne Down also has a good 
but strange collection on display and it was here that my favourite mild 
was to be had, the Coastal Merry Maidens Mild. 

Robin E Wild

The news in the last edition of Pints West was that New Bristol  
Brewery (NBB) had agreed to take more space next door to the 
existing Wilson Street brewery in St. Pauls. Well that has all now 

gone through and eight times the original floor space is now available. 
The builders are in there making improvements, and the plans cover 
three projects. 

Firstly and most importantly NBB will opening a brewery school, the 
first of its kind in the south of England, offering specialist ‘craft beer’ 
courses. They will bring the classroom to the brewery in the form of 
an ‘Alpine Lodge’ situated indoors, right in the heart of the workings 
of the brewery. Students will learn to brew like a pro, direct from the 
NBB brewers. Courses will target a range of capabilities from the 
first-time brewer right up to professionals. The objectives will be to 
teach the students to make beer, brew better beer or guide them on 
how to set up their own microbrewery. They will also offer the UK’s 
first ‘off flavours’ course. Classes are due to start at the end of July with 

New projects at 
New Bristol Brewery

durations ranging from one to five days. More news on this will follow. 

The second project will involve the setting up of a bar and a brewery 
tap, something which we’ve been looking forward to for some time.

The third is the upgrading the existing brewing equipment. Initially 
the kettle, mash tun and hot liquor tanks will remain but further 
fermentation vessels will be added and the cold store area increased.

In other news, NBB’s Super Deluxe Stout (7.0% ABV) won the ‘LocAle 
of the Festival’ award at the 2017 Bristol Beer Festival in March. The 
tasting notes describe it as a a beautiful smooth, thick, bitter-sweet 
obsidian black stout. The brew is described as ‘using all the malts, milk 
sugar, blow-torched brown sugar, Madagascan vanilla pods and cold-
pressed coffee’. Congratulations to the head brewer, Noel James, for 
improving on his previously achieved second place.

Michael Bertagne

Consolidation is the name of the game at Crane as the Lawrence Hill brewery 
continues to try and keep up with the demand for its beers across all formats – cask, 
keg and bottled. Whilst only a small proportion of their output is currently cask, 

the new citrussy, refreshing session IPA  Halo (4.5%) has been extremely popular, being 
enthusiastically received on the ‘LocAle’ bar at the Bristol Beer Festival, and making 
appearances at some of Bristol’s best free houses, including a recent spell at the excellent 
Hare on the Hill in Kingsdown. One factor limiting the brewery’s cask output is cask loss; 
as a one-man operation, owner and brewer Kevin Johnston simply doesn’t have the time 
or resources to spend tracking down empty casks which, for a variety of reasons, some of 
those ordering them have failed to return. 

Presaging a more significant investment in additional brewing equipment later in the 
year, Kevin has taken delivery of a new fermenter in which to trial small batches of more 
experimental beers for bottling. These, like all Crane’s bottled beers, are bottle-conditioned 
but won’t be available in cask, since each run is limited to 280 litres. The most recent blink-
and-you’ll-miss-it offering was Raspberry Stout (6.5%), made with fresh raspberries, which 
lucky drinkers might still be able to pick up in decent off licences and bottle shops. And 
on the subject of things fruity, well-received berry saison Fizz  (6.5%) is set for a welcome 
return soon. 

Meanwhile, Kevin’s three other fermenters continue their sterling work brewing Crane’s  
other regular beers in addition to Halo; Atom (4.3%), Boom (6.2%) and Lift (5%), the 
collaboration with King Street’s Beer Emporium, which is getting through close to a cask 
a night (those casks at least should have no problem finding their way home). And should 
you be in the King Street area and feel in the mood for more Crane beer, you can sample a 
new pale ale named Jump, currently available only in keg form, at Three Brothers Burgers 
on the Spyglass boat moored at Welsh Back.

Marty Cummins

Crane’s cask challenge

Crane’s Kevin Johnston presides over the latest 
delivery of Lift for the Beer Emporium
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The Bristol Beer Factory Tap Room has been officially launched 
and is now open with longer hours on Thursday, Friday and 
Saturday until 9pm. They have also launched the Bristol Beer 

Club and you can find out about the cost and all the benefits of this on 
their web site at www.bristolbeerfactory.co.uk/the-taproom.  There 
will be quarterly membership evenings with even more offers and 
other events thrown in to keep up the fun of all things beer.

The Bristol Beer Factory has been recruiting again and are pleased 
to welcome Clem Elphic and Tom Claremont to their sales team. You 
may know them from other local enterprises but apparently they have 
fitted in “as though they had BBF tattoos when they were born”. Both 
are out and about in trade and already making a huge impact and are 
claimed to be two of the most likeable guys you are ever likely to meet, 
so presumably they don’t bite.

Although the Bristol Beer Factory admit that brewing a range of single-
hop beers isn’t necessarily an original idea, they think it’s “a bloody 
good one” and something they haven’t tried before. Over the next six 
to 12 months they will be releasing a series of single-hopped beers 
to demonstrate all of the characteristics that the hops possess. The 
first release is called Gambler and showcases the US hop Amarillo. It’s 
described as being a beautiful 4.2% golden-coloured smooth-drinking 
beer. The advice is to get it while you can as initial demand for it has 
reportedly been incredible.

The brewery is strongly focusing on cask ale sales and has just taken 
delivery of 1,000 new casks. Alongside this and the expansion of the 
sales team there will be capital investment into more brewery kit and 
building improvements over the next 12 months, so it promises to be 
an exciting and very busy time.

Sales director Sam Burrows claims to have come up with a new 
hashtag #caskisdeadmyass (or should that be #caskisdeadmyarse?)
and it will be interesting to see whether CAMRA members (and others) 
decide to adopt this slogan! Richard Brooks

 

Bristol Beer Factory
still strong on cask

5 Real ales usually locally sourced 
and competitively priced.

‘Seldom do you find such a
treasure as the Eldon. It’s the
village pub in the middle of
the bustling city’.

Silly prices with ales from £2.00 a pint. 
Saturday 12 - 6pm Sunday 6 - 11.30pm

Good quality food served all day with 
a �ne selection of  wines available. 

Monday night quiz, Tuesday’s �lm night
and live  music on Thursday.

6 Lower Clifton Hill just o� the triangle opposite QEH school, Bristol BS8 1BT
Tel: 0117 922 2271 email: enquiries@theeldonhouse.com Website: www.theeldonhouse.com

¶  Weekly Guest Ales  supporting local breweries

¶  Open from 5pm Mon-Wed, from 12 noon other days

¶  Great Food Served Daily  (check us out on TripAdvisor)

¶  Delicious Sunday Roasts  served from 12 to 5pm 
followed by live music from 5.30pm to 7.30pm

¶  Pub Quiz Night  every Monday from 8.30pm 
£50 jackpot and a variety of prizes

¶  Keep an eye on our web page (www.theeldonhouse.com) 
and Facebook page for other events

1

CAMRA Young(ish) Members
Us Bristol & District CAMRA ‘Young(ish) Members’ have been 

spreading our wings in the last few months, making the most of 
our young person’s railcards (at least those of us actually young 

enough to have one). 

The first event in March, however, didn’t require us to travel far as we 
spent a Friday night at the Gryphon in central Bristol enjoying the 13th 
‘MetAle Festival’, where the New Bristol Coffee n Cream proved very 
popular (surprisingly even more popular than the beer that landlord 
John Ashby described as tasting like a cup of cold, milky earl grey 
tea).  The following weekend saw us catching the train to Somerset 
via Wiltshire to the second Frome Beer Festival, which very much 
got us in the mood for our very own Bristol Beer Festival. A number 
of young(ish) members could be found on both sides of the bar at 
our festival at Brunel’s Old Passenger Shed, including in positions 
of responsibility, which bodes well for the future of the Bristol Beer 
Festival.

Although we didn’t quite get to the front of the queue, we were there 
for the grand opening of Wiper & True’s new bar, the Old Butcher’s 
(serving keg and bottle-conditioned beers, but no cask) in North 
Street, Bedminster on April 1st, although those who arrived late 
and had to sit on the pavement outside. As we were down on sun-
drenched North Street, the fifteen of us (plus Kiwi the dog) headed 
down to Bristol Beer Factory’s new tap room, before venturing back 
into the centre via the Spotted Cow, the Steam Crane and Wild Beer @ 
Wapping Wharf before ending the night on King Street.

Easter Saturday saw a select triumverate of us heading to Cheltenham, 
where we were met and made thoroughly welcome by members of the 

local branch. The highlight of the great ten pubs we 
visited was undoubtedly the cellar tour of CAMRA’s 
recent National Pub of the Year, the Sandford Park 
Alehouse, so many thanks to landlord Grant Cook and 
Cheltenham CAMRA for making this happen.

Good Chemistry’s tap takeover at the Tobacco Factory in mid-May was 
another well-attended young(ish) members event, as was the latest 
leg of our never-ending ‘democratic pub crawl’ (with voting on the next 
pub to visit) which began at the Eldon House, and, with the upcoming 
general election in mind, was especially strong and stable, and for the 
many, not the few. With two attendees celebrating their birthday on 
the week of this event, they were allowed to play a birthday veto card 
when the results didn’t go their way during the night.

The final event of the quarter was a trip to Cardiff on bank holiday 
Sunday, where we visited nine of the best pubs that the Welsh capital 
has to offer, just to keep our rail miles up.

June will see us cider tasting at Bristol Cider Shop on Friday June 9th 
(contact me for more details) and raising (at least) one glass to say 
“Cheers for Beer” on National Beer Day, June 15th.

Finally, as I’m getting less young(ish) by the day, I will be standing 
down as Young Members Co-Ordinator at the branch AGM in July, so, if 
you feel like writing long, rambling articles like this, arranging regular 
events and being the voice of the youth, please do stand. If you want 
more information, my details are below.

Stephen Edmonds
badyoungmembercontact@gmail.com

@youngbadales

News from Arbor Ales
On arriving at the Arbor Ales brewery for one of my regular 

visits, I was met by electrical engineer, and home brewer, Steff 
who told me that he had been involved in improvements to 

the brewery’s power supply system, including installing an ‘Economy 
Seven’ meter for the hot liquor tank. The brewhouse, of course, 
consumes far more power than the rest of the premises and is on a 
separate system from the cold store and office. 

My attention was drawn to three old oaken hogsheads that I recall 
brewery owner Jon Comer had used some time back for maturing 
some fabulous one-off ales. Apparently these form the basis of a 
rather novel temporary bar for use in outside events. When set upright 

alongside each other and with flat covers, the central cask contains a 
manifold of fonts, the supply to which is neatly hidden from view. 

The recently installed mezzanine floor has more than proved its worth 
as a malt store. And that completes the infrastructure news!

Everyone here has been very busy indeed since my last report in 
February. Several notable events have taken place. The Famous Royal 
Navy Volunteer in King Street held an Arbor Ales tap takeover around 
the end of March and similar  events followed at the Volunteer Tavern 
in St Judes, and, further afield, at the Brighton Beer Dispensary in 
Brighton. Also, the East Bristol Brewery Trail took place on 29th and 

30th April – with five breweries participating, 
namely Arbor, Dawkins, Good Chemistry, 
Left-Handed Giant and Moor – and was a great 
success attracting large numbers of visitors. 
Arbor featured their Breakfast Stout, Shangri 
La, Rocketman IPA, Why Kick A Moo Cow, Oz 
Bomb, Pocket Rocket, I Speak For The Trees, 
The Devil Made Me Brew It and Boomtown 
Brown – until everything ran out!

With regard to the current beer range, Motueka 
and Triple Hop have been discontinued, their 
place being taken by the recently introduced 
Pocket Rocket (3.9% ABV), a superbly balanced 
session ale featuring Simcoe, Mosaic and Citra 
hops, available in several Bristol pubs and 
bottled-beer shops. A new beer, Shambala IPA 
(6.8%), a scaled-up version of their best-selling 
session IPA Shangri La (4.2%), is now available. 
Both beers contain copious amounts of Equinox, 
Citra, Colombus and Mosaic hops.

Finally, Jon Comer and brewer Henry Revell 
were off to Sweden at the end of May for a 
collaboration brew and tap takeover. They do like 
to get about.

Henry Davies
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Tim Webb writes Good Beer Belgium 
for CAMRA and The World Atlas of 
Beer for Octopus Books, which was 
launched last September in the UK 
and North America. He lives in Clifton 
and relies increasingly on Bristol 
airport as his gateway to the world’s 
evolving beer cultures.
(Photo of Tim Webb by Andres Teiss.)

Going for a beer in Amsterdam
Ask an informed beer lover how ale is doing in the rest of the 

world and most can tell you that they make lots of good ones in 
Belgium, the Americans do a lot of hoppy beers and if they are 

really switched they might mention Italy and Scandinavia.  But few are 
likely to mention the country that has seen the world’s biggest success 
story this decade – the Netherlands.  

Back in 2006-07 little more than 2% of Dutch beer was ale from small 
producers.  In 2016-17, expect that total to top 10%.  Where once it 
was synonymous with cheaply made global brands like Heineken, 
Amstel and even duller supermarket lagers, Dutch brewing has moved 
onwards and upwards to include stouts, porters, IPAs, pale ales, barley 
wines and a few specialties like bok, kout and rye beers.  

One of the quietest and most efficient beer revolutions in the world 
has seen the country’s normally competitive brewing, distribution, 
import-export and retailing businesses recognise that they are not in 
competition with each other but rather with Heineken, AB InBev, wine, 
coffee, and soft drinks.  

The result?  Over 200 new breweries using better technique, more 
imagination, greater market penetration and some impressive sales.   

The best place to see this changing beer scene is a short haul from 
Bristol airport.  The planks who make up the stag parties found 
weaving round Amsterdam’s sex and drugs areas are getting older 
and thicker.  Cool intoxication in this rapidly changing city is now 
about DIPA not dope, in shabby chic drinking spaces that encourage 
entrepreneurs ahead of crooks, a bit of a theme in a city where the 
council now rents “windows” directly to “girls”, so as to freeze out their 
pimps.  

This is now a city of roughly 20 breweries, most of which have a 
taphouse out front, against the background of a townscape of canals 
and gabled town houses, where for all the constant change some 
institutions survive – be they classic beer bars or museums of fine art. 

Need to know
The town map of central Amsterdam looks like half a leek in cross-
section but increasingly its best bars and cutest areas are further flown 
– with the detached northern part of the city culturing up quick.  As in 
Bristol, finding bars that have a decent range of interesting beers is 
easy.  

Do not leave Amsterdam without having spent a few hours at In de 
Wildeman (3 Kolksteeg – open Friday and Saturday 12.00-02.00, other 
days 12.00-01.00), for over 20 years the city’s most accomplished and 
memorable traditional beer café, dedicated to beers of all traditions 
and stocking no duds on a list of 200+.  Snacks too.

Another long stayer is the Arendsnest (90 Herengracht – Friday and 
Saturday 12.00-02.00, other days 12.00-24.00), two canals west of here, 
which helped change the world by championing exclusively Dutch 
beers.  They used to stock one from every brewery but gave up when 
the number hit 150.   

Taking the rear exit from Centraal Station and crossing the river 
will lead you towards the Oedipus brewery taphouse (85 Gedeempt 
Hamerkanaal – shut Monday to Wenesday; open Thursday 17.00-22.00, 
other days 14.00-23.00), provided you have Google maps.  Worth it for 
the hardboard and psychedelic pig mural.  

Back in 1978, a young man walked into the split-floored candle-lit and 
wood-paneled Gollem (4 Raamsteeg – open Friday to Sunday 12.00-
02.00, other days 16.00-01.00), off Spuistraat a CAMRA fanatic and 
emerged four hours later a convert to Belgian beer. Four decades on, 
time to catch up?  

To bring something home visit the Bierkoning (125 Paleisstraat – open 
Sunday 13.00-18.00, other days 11.00-19.00), a small-looking shop that 
packs 900 brews onto its shelves including most of the best of Dutch.  

For the rest, the supreme chronicler of modern Dutch brewing is Tim 
Skelton, an ex-pat Brit who lives in Eindhoven and wrote Beer in the 
Netherlands (booksaboutbeer.com) and knows the city well enough 
to have penned two editions of Around Amsterdam in 80 Beers as 
well.  I leave it to him to explain the uitmijter and bitterballen and their 
relationship to food survival. 

Travel tips
Flights: Easyjet and KLM both fly Bristol-Amsterdam daily throughout 
the year.  Schiphol airport is 18 minutes (€ 8,40 return) by train from 
Centraal Station (CS) – shorter than the walk from some gates to the 
platform below Arrivals.  As most tickets are now electronic consider 
buying an OV-chipkaart to cover all train, tram and bus fares, topping 
up when it runs out.  A taxi costs € 30-35. 

Hotels: Booking.com or Trivago should get you a double room 
somewhere efficient from €70 a night, comfortable from €100, or 
splurge from €150, with more space and security the further away the 
station you are.    

Food: As young Dutch chefs are liberated from mundanity, bio / green 
/ eco is on the rise; for mid-morning authenticity try a raw or nieuw 
herring with chopped onion; Indonesian (Indo-Chinees) is the Dutch 
cuisine of old empire; the local sausage is osseworst.  

Getting around: the Dutch public transport network is cheap, reliable, 
efficient and wonderfully co-ordinated but tap your OV card every time 
to enter and leave a vehicle.  Tim Webb

Any beer drinker who read an article which prominently 
featured in the Bristol Post in April might be worried 
that drinking beer in pubs in the South West of England 

will make you ill!  The article was headed “40 per cent of pints 
‘polluted with bacteria’”.  The article opened with the sentence 
“Pints of beer in Bristol have been singled out among the dirtiest 
in the country, a survey has revealed.”  The survey referred to 
was a national survey on beer quality by the organisation Cask 
Marque, where 22,000 pubs across the country were surveyed on 
their cleaning regimes, with the South West named as the worst in 
the country. 

The article in the Bristol Post refers to beer throughout. However, 
when you study the report of the survey in detail, it is clear that 
cask ale is the best performer in terms of “cleanliness”. To quote 
from the report, “Looking at the broad picture from a draught 
product perspective, the top category where pubs are falling 
down is with cider, followed by stout and then premium lager.  
Cask ale is the ‘best’ performer when it comes to product quality.”  
Although “stout” in this case clearly refers to the keg variety, 
unfortunately the survey does not appear to make a distinction 
between keg cider and real cider.

Obviously any report of poor quality is a concern; however the 
Bristol Post article does appear to mislead the reader into thinking 
that whatever you drink in the South West you have a 40% chance 
of receiving an “unclean” pint (the figure for the country as a 
whole is 34%).  In the South West, and in fact nationally, there 
is a marked difference in the survey between cask beer and keg 
beers and lagers, and also with cider, although as noted above the 
picture is not clear on type of cider.  In the South West the quality 
of cask beer compares favourably with the country as a whole 
– “only” 32% of the pubs surveyed served cask beer through 
unclean beer lines – not good, but a similar percentage to the 
country as a whole.  In the South West 41% of the pubs surveyed 
served keg beers and lagers through unclean lines, which is 
significantly worse than in all other regions. 

Two conclusions seem to me clear from this survey: most 
importantly is that, wherever you drink, if you drink cask beer you 
are less likely to receive an unclean pint, and secondly if you drink 
cask beer in the South West you are no more likely to receive an 
unclean pint than anywhere else in the country.  Cask ale is still 
the best!

Of course in a well-run pub all products should be served in good 
condition and a bad pint should be replaced with good grace by 
the staff.  CAMRA volunteers across the country regularly survey 
pubs (and score beer quality – see below) for inclusion in the 
prestigious annual Good Beer Guide, and serving consistently 
top-quality real ale is the only way for a pub to secure inclusion in 
the guide. Unfortunately we have a strict quota of pubs that can 
be included in the guide, and there are many more pubs in the 
branch area, and indeed in the country as a whole, that do serve 
good quality “clean” beer on a consistent basis.  So we need you, 
the beer drinkers, to let us know of pubs that do serve consistently 
good-quality cask ale, ideally by scoring the beers you drink 
on the National Beer Scoring System (NBSS) database using 
CAMRA’s online pub guide WhatPub.

Now you may ask, “How do I know my pint is good quality, and 
not served through unclean lines?”  The two key aspects to look 
out for are smell and taste.  Smell is an important part of the 
drinking experience.  Take a short sniff of your drink to assess 
the aroma.  If it’s immediately repulsive – smelling of vinegar 
or chemicals – then it’s a fair bet that the pint you have is poor.  
Then taste it.  Take a sip and let it flow around your mouth 
before swallowing.  Beers can reflect many taste sensations.  The 
intensity of the flavours and the finish (the ‘aftertaste’) make up 
the whole taste.  Give your taste buds a few seconds to register 
all the differing sensations.  Has the publican kept the beer well 
enough to allow the flavour to come through fully?  Bacteria, 
which can get into beer lines and stay there if the lines are not 
cleaned regularly, spoil the aroma and flavour of beer, altering and 
ruining the taste. 

Regular readers of Pints West will be 
aware of how they can score beers (if 
they are members of CAMRA), but as a 
reminder this is how you do it:

  You first need to go to CAMRA’s online 
pub guide WhatPub (web adddress 
whatpub.com) either on a computer or 
by smartphone. Here you will find a list of 
around 35,900 real ale pubs from all over 
the UK.

  Login. To do this you need your 
membership number and your CAMRA 
password. You should be able to tell your 
device to remember your credentials so 
you don’t have to log in afresh every time.

  You can then search for the pub by 
name. Be careful here as there are many 
pubs in the country which share the 
same name. My advice is to search by the 
pub name and the town. The WhatPub 
smartphone web page should also give 
you the option to search for nearby pubs, 
which will usually find the very pub you 
may be drinking in at that moment.

 Once you have found your pub a 
‘Submit Beer Scores’ box will appear on 
the right hand side of the screen (or on the 
tab bar underneath the pub photo if you 
are using a smart phone).

 Simply fill in the date (or leave it as 
today’s date) and your score. Then as you 
begin typing the brewery name it should 
automatically appear underneath where 
you are typing. You do not necessarily 
have to enter the name of the beer you 
are drinking but, if you wish to do so, once 
you have entered the brewery name you 
should be able to click on the arrow in 
the Beer box and a drop-down list of that 
brewery’s beers should appear. In some 
cases the beer you are drinking may be 
new or a one-off by the brewery so may 
not appear on the list and if this is the case 
you can simply type in the beer name. 
Select the correct one, click ‘Submit Beer 
Score’ and your score will be entered into 
the NBSS database.

NBSS scoring categories:
0.  No cask ale available.
1.  Poor.  Beer is anything from barely 
drinkable to drinkable with considerable 
reluctance. You may have been unlucky and 
were served the last pint in the barrel. If the 
beer is exchanged without a problem and 
taken off sale you may use your discretion 
and not score the beer at all.
2.  Average.  Beer doesn’t inspire in any way. It is drinkable, but you may decide 
to try a different beer in the pub or move on to another pub.
3.  Good.  Good beer in good form. You may cancel plans to move to the next 
pub. You want to stay for another pint and may visit this pub again.
4.  Very Good.  Excellent beer in excellent condition. You will probably want 
another one so you stay put!
5.  Perfect.  Probably the best you are ever likely to find. This may be difficult to 
assess and a seasoned drinker will award this score very rarely.

You also have the option to use half points if your opinion of the beer falls 
between two categories, and remember that you should base your score on 
the quality of the beer, not whether it is a particular beer or beer style which 
you prefer. Martin Gray

Beer quality in pubs: Cask is still the best
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Being members of both the Inland Waterways Association and 
of CAMRA, my wife Mary and I like to spend as much time as 
possible in the summer months on our 59-foot narrow boat 

Laurimar, usually accompanied by Mary’s twin sister Jill, exploring 
preferably quieter waterways and their pubs.

Planning our cruises takes much of my time in the winter months, 
using an electronic waterway mapping system, spreadsheets, maps, 
waterway guides, plus whatpub.com for the pubs, and Catholic web 
sites to plan attendance at mass on Saturday evenings. My wife would 
say that I spend the rest of the winter planning BADRAG (Bristol and 
District Rare Ales Group) activities for the coming year!

We chose the Birmingham Canal Navigations (BCN) for a recent cruise 
and were very pleasantly surprised that they now cut such a green 
finger through an urban landscape where once was heavy industry and 
coal mining. Such areas have a reputation for troublesome mischief 
makers, but in such areas we cruise when children are at school for 
three to four hours in the morning and early afternoon, and choose our 
overnight mooring carefully.

The boat had been moored in a marina at Penkridge, Staffordshire, 
alongside the M6. After setting out, our first night was spent at Gailey, 
away from the M6 but near the A5, because we needed to visit a 
boatyard there for a heating boiler service the next day, then onto 
Cross Green, Coven and a visit to the Vintage Inns Fox and Anchor 
where Bass and Pedigree were the real ales on offer. This is the visitor 
mooring place before entering urban Wolverhampton.

Setting off early the next morning we cleared inner Wolverhampton 
in six and a half hours, double our usual cruising day. The twenty-one 
locks up to Wolverhampton may seem daunting but being the first 
boat of the day up the flight helped us to sail up with no problems. A 
quick visit to Broad Street basin to fill our tank with drinking water, 
empty the chemical loo and get rid of rubbish bags and we were on our 
way to Wednesfield on the Wyrley and Essington Canal that no longer 
reaches either of those places and is affectionately known as the ‘Curly 
Wyrley’ as it follows the contours of the terrain it passes through, 
unlike later canals that stride across embankments and aqueducts and 
through cuttings and tunnels.

The visitor moorings in Wednesfield were in locations that might 
attract trouble makers at night, so we ate at a Wetherspoon, the Royal 
Tiger, where Wickwar Station Porter was selling well. While the ladies 
visited the shops I went to the Vine, a Black Country Ales house, and 
enjoyed their Pig on the Wall, a mild ale. We cast off again and moored 
at a gated mooring in Short Heath, where we walked to the Duke of 
Cambridge, another Black Country Ales house, and enjoyed their Pig 
on the Wall too, and later visited the United Kingdom pub alongside 
our mooring for some Banks’s Mild.

The water in the canal was so clear that water lilies, reeds, fish and 
water fowl abound; it was a pity that the locals have not all yet 
learnt to stop using the canal as a rubbish tip, and overhanging trees 
sometimes block three-quarters of the canal’s width. Keeping to a 
moderate speed and cutting power through bridge holes (humping) we 
hardly had to clear any rubbish from our prop shaft. It is a great shame 
that few boats use these northern BCN canals; we only passed about 
one boat per day!

An abortive trip was made to the top of Walsall locks to visit the 
Birchills Canal Museum, only to discover it had closed due to lack 
of funding. Our next overnight stop was out in the country at the 
northern end of the Cannock Extension Canal from where hopefully 
the Hatherton Canal will one day be reopened to Calf Heath on the 
Staffs & Worcs Canal. Here we enjoyed a carvery at the Turf Tavern, 
Norton Canes, a Toby Inn with Pedigree and Brakspear Bitter, and 
reasonably priced breakfasts all week. 

On then to Brownhills where a welcoming line of visitor mooring 
bollards (we prefer the more secure mooring rings, however) are seen 
after the boater facilities block and canoe centre. That weekend coach 
loads of young scouts kept appearing for a canoeing experience! As we 
arrived a historic pair of working boats was going the other way and 
we were making for the facilities block; must have been very confusing 

for the young canoeists, particularly one young lad who wasn’t going 
to let go of the wharf sheet steel piling whatever!

The mooring at Brownhills is alongside a Tesco, with Farmfoods, Aldi, 
B&M and Wilko in the adjacent High Street together with numerous 
local shops; a bit disconcerting though at the end of the day when they 
all pulled roller blinds down, making us feel a little vulnerable at our 
visitor mooring. After a salad on board and attending mass we walked 
to the Swan which we had read was the Walsall branch of CAMRA’s 
Pub of the Year, only to find that they only stock real ales that look like 
lager (readers of my BADRAG articles will know I prefer dark beers). 
After a Holden’s Golden Glow we moved on to the Smithy’s Forge, 
one of the Sizzling Pubs chain, where Sharp’s Doom Bar was on offer; 
this suited our mild ale tastes more than the three hoppy beers at the 
Swan.

Setting off on the Sunday morning before the next group of scouts 
hit the paddles, we cruised  to the Anglesey basin at the foot of 
Chasewater Dam, climbing to the crest there to find much activity, 
including surfers pulled along by zip wires, and the Beowulf Brewing 
Company in a small Saxon style industrial unit. Setting off from 
Chasewater we passed Ogley Junction where one day we hope to turn 
toward Lichfield and the Coventry Canal at Huddlesford (see www.
lhcrt.org.uk for progress reports), but for now we turned at Catshill 
Junction toward Aldridge on the Daw End branch.

Our next overnight stop was at the canal-side iconic low-beamed 
Manor Arms at Daw End, where there is no bar counter, and which has 
been there for many a moon. There were six real ales on offer, unlike 
the pub a hundred yards away up the cut (another word for canal, 
nothing to do with over drinking!) where they only manage to sell real 
ale at weekends.

We entered  the Rushall Canal the next day, which is almost dead 
straight and has water level problems due to a leak in the pound 
after the second lock and poachers draining pounds to net fish to eat. 
Luckily a Canal & River Trust employee happened to meet us by the top 
of the nine locks and went ahead to fill up the bottom two pounds that 
had been emptied by the poachers.

The Rushall joins the Tame Valley Canal, another straight canal over 
embankments and through cuttings both as attractive to cruise and 
deserted as the ‘Curly Wyrley’. That night we moored at the top of the 
Perry Bar flight where we had no problems, but where we had been 
advised not to leave our boat unattended. It is quite an operation 
to clear items from our shower room on the boat so we like to use 
showers provided by CART in boater facilities block; I tried the one at 
Perry Barr, and while the shower worked well there was nothing to 
keep clothes, etc dry in the shower room and the light timed out eight 
times while I was showering. I have ‘reported’ the problems!

While cruising the next morning down the thirteen Perry Barr locks a 
CART customer service assistant advised us that some of the pounds 
there had been drained by poachers the day before.

Industry and the M6 Spaghetti Junction were encroaching but sports 
fields and the green finger of the waterway were still enabling us to 
enjoy our cruise. At Spaghetti Junction we turned right into the Grand 
Union Canal and moored for the night on a gated pontoon visitor 
mooring beside the Star City entertainment complex where the ladies 
enjoyed games of ten pin bowling and crazy golf, while the skipper 
started on this article! Later we enjoyed a meal at the Harvester and a 
pint of Kozel Czech lager in the absence of real ales and ciders.

Through Garrison Locks to Bordesley Junction, passing the tastefully 
tidied Fellows Morton & Clayton HQ to Warwick Bar and up the 
Ashted flight of locks, using a centre rope to keep the boat toward the 
towpath through Ashted tunnel, which has a very low headroom liable 
to scratch paint off a hand rail, we went onto the Aston University 
and Science Park for the night. A short walk took us to the Sacks of 
Potatoes pub at Gosta Green which has been surrounded by the Aston 
University campus.

Onward and upward, the thirteen locks of the Farmers Bridge flight 
brought us to Cambrian Basin in the centre of Birmingham where we 
moored for three nights. Visits were made to the Bull Ring shops and 
markets, as well as to St Chads Cathedral. We also visited the Mailbox 
and were glad we didn’t moor there; it is a  canal-side shopping, dining 
and entertainment complex overlooked by the BBC studio on the 
site of the first automated postcode sorting office. Pub visits to the 
Wellington, where live Elvis and blues musicians accompanied our real 
ale, the Post Office Vaults, a tiny basement bar between New Street 
and Pinfold Street with ten ciders, and the canal-side Fiddle & Bone 
off Sheepcote Street that will service your boat while you enjoy a pint.

The pioneering spirit then clicked in. Starting at the crack of 10.30 we 
found ourselves in a convoy of five boats heading up the New Main 
Line. We escaped and found solitude (almost) on the Old Main Line 
to Oldbury, diverting up the engine arm to a boat service station, and 
then up six Oldbury locks known locally as the Crow, being the highest 
point on the Birmingham Canal Navigations at 511 feet above sea level. 
We stopped the night at Langley Green, moored at the BCN Society 
HQ. That evening we walked to Titford Pools near which is a large 
ASDA where we had planned to shop. The canal looked very shallow 
with no mooring facilities provided after the first 100 metres. My crew 
mutinied and decided to turn around at the top of the locks and not to 
cruise to Titford Pools!

Failing to find a mooring at the Black Country Museum, which was 
to be the subject of an enjoyable visit the next day, we found an 
excellent mooring recommended to us north of Owen Street, Tipton. 
Almost opposite was the Fountain Inn with a number of real ales. At 
the museum was the Bottle and Glass pub set as if in 1913 but with 
present day prices and with excellent cobs (bread rolls to southerners!) 
and pork pies, three real ales and an excellent real cider. Our number 
229 bus from Tipton took us on into Dudley for an evening meal at the 
Full Moon Wetherspoon pub which interestingly had a sloping floor.

Tunnels occupied much of the next day’s cruising with Netherton 
at over 3000 yards and a return trip through the 500-yard Gosty Hill 
tunnel with some sections only six inches above the cabin sides, to the 
Coombswood Canal Trust’s Hawne Basin that I had not visited since 
Stewarts & Lloyds ceased trading there in 1967. That night was spent 
moored alongside the Bumble Hole Nature Reserve at Netherton, 
where fellow boaters joined us for a walk to the Old Swan, an iconic 
traditional pub that has an enamel tiled ceiling in the main bar and a 
brewery upstairs.

The next stop was on the windy embankment overlooking the Merry 
Hill shopping and entertainments complex. Before wearing the skipper 
out trawling around the shops we went to Bathams brewery tap, the 
Vine, otherwise known as the Bull and Bladder due to its previous use 
as a butcher’s shop – very well filled cobs and pork pies at £1.20 each 
as well as Bathams Mild Ale, can’t be bad! That evening we ate at the 
Banks’s pub on the waterfront followed by some cider festival thirds of 
a pint at the waterfront Wetherspoon, the only two dining and drinking 
establishment left on the waterfront following the recession.

Next on the cruise was the Black Delph Nine locks, reduced to eight 
locks when the route was straightened many moons ago, with a pub at 
the bottom called the Tenth Lock, and the locks still called the Black 
Delph Nine – confused? Before the next flight of sixteen Stourbridge 
locks that had sixteen pubs within half a mile at one time, is the Fens 
Branch which we cruised as far as the last winding hole, returning 
to the top of the locks to moor for the night, walking down to the 
Samson and Lion pub for liquid refreshment, where when I worked as 
a volunteer restoring the flight of locks the then wooden casks were 
kept cool with turfs that had daisies growing in them. The next night 
was spent at Stourbridge, and then we cruised onto the more popular 
waters of the Staff and Worcestershire Canal. 

Laurie Gibney

Meanderings of narrow boat Laurimar Cryptic Crossword
Compiled by Pete and Eddie Taberner

(Solution on page 47)
ACROSS:
1. Bristol brewer says “Drink extra ale” (4, 4)
5. Blind drunk around University City (6)
9. I reprove pickled egg-plant past its best (4-4)
10. Sounds like there’s a local brewery in the Orchard (6)
12. A very limited option from the City of Cambridge brewery (7, 6)
15. “Get us a Gem” in part is normal custom (5)
16 & 14 dn. Wilfully abandon clouded drink for some pop (9, 3, 7)
17. Random canning (Eh?) is a way of improving beers (9)
19. Ancient history is back concealing spirit grain (5)
20. Reckoned too much of South Devon resort. Six deliveries with bad 
trade ale (4-5, 4)
22. Get some cash back at beer brewing (6)
23. Wellington’s great success, finding new toilet after a drink (8)
25. Julian Church’s beer could be racked! (6)
26. Sample open stock porter for the sluice (8)

DOWN:
1. I hear Burnley brewery has extra pubs (10)
2. Could be averse to some Bodelwyddan bitter (3)
3. Pints West strip can counter the law (7)
4. Six ales, poured badly losing first of ullage, revealed fibbers (7, 5) 
6. British weather, initially exported to the Crimea (7)
7. Dorothy Goodbody’s dissolute shape? (5, 6)
8. Milton’s black beer allegedly fiddled in Rome (4)
11. The beer on Elm Street would be your worst experience (3, 9)
13. Sandy brushman could make a cocktail or a beer (11)  

14. see 16ac.
18. None can try to get in past this (2, 5)
19. Elderly beers from Cotswold Spring? (7) 
21. Doctor on morning round for a shot of whisky (4)
24. Sample ale on tap at the Golden Lion for example (3) 
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Severn Vale sub-branch 
Severn Vale CAMRA is a sub-branch of the Bristol & District branch. 
It covers roughly the area bounded by Thornbury in the north, 
Severn Beach in the south, the River Severn in the west and the M5 
in the east.

 Fri, 9 June: Lunchtime social, Horseshoe, Chipping Sodbury, 11.30.
 Wed, 21 June: Sub-branch meeting, Anchor, Thornbury, 8pm.
 Fri, 23 June: Lunchtime social, Old Spot, Dursley, 12.30.
 Fri, 14 July: Lunchtime social, Horseshoe, Chipping Sodbury, 11.30.
 Wed, 19 July: Sub-branch meeting, Hawkes House, Thornbury, 8pm.
 Fri, 28 July: Lunchtime social, Old Spot, Dursley, 12.30.
 Fri, 11 August: Lunchtime social, Horseshoe, Chipping Sodbury, 
11.30.
 Wed, 16 August: Sub-branch meeting, Ship Inn, Alveston, 8pm.
 Fri, 25 August: Lunchtime social, Old Spot, Dursley, 12.30..

All are welcome to attend any of the pub visits and meetings.
Check the socials with John Gatty (07712 072562), as there could be 
late changes. Otherwise, contact SevernValeCAMRA@gmail.com for 
more details. Details can also be checked on our diary page at 
www.severnvale.camrabristol.org.uk.

Weston sub-branch
Weston CAMRA is a sub-branch of the Bristol & District branch 
covering Weston-super-Mare and some of the surrounding areas.

 9 June: Coastal crawl by minibus leaving Off The Rails at 7pm 
returning approximately 11pm. It is expected to visit pubs in or around 
Clevedon, Portishead, Clapton in Gordano and St Georges (Weston). 
 31 Jun/1 July: Claverham Beer Festival – Weston social on Saturday 
1 July.
 22 July: a post wedding social at 7pm at the Royal Grosvenor Hotel; 
CAMRA members are invited to pop in.
 28 to 30 July:  Weston Lions Beer Festival on the Beach Lawns – sub-
branch social Friday evening.
 19 August: minibus trip to at least four pubs in the Mendips area.

For possible other activities please see our Facebook page or use 
the contact details below ... or weston_camra@googlegroups.com 
if you are in this Google group. 
Contact:

Mark Hirst, Social secretary: ogrekhirst@hotmail.com
Facebook: Campaign for Real Ale Weston-Super-Mare

Bristol & District branch
 Sat 3rd June: Bristol Beer Festival volunteers trip to Shrewsbury, 
depart Cornubia 9am, return to central Bristol by 9pm.
 Tues 6th June: Explorer trip, east Mendips, depart Cornubia 6.45pm.
 Fri 9th June: CAMRA Young(ish) Members cider tasting at Bristol 
Cider Shop.
 Sat 10th June: CAMRA Ladies Historic Harbourside East by ferry. 
Start Bridge Inn 2pm.
 Wed 14th June: Committee meeting, Gryphon 8pm
 Thurs 15th June: Raising a glass or two to say ‘Cheers for Beer’ on 
National Beer Day, meet Lime Kiln 6.45pm, then central pub crawl.
 Sat 17th June: South West regional campaigning day, Wells area, 
pick up at Cornubia 10.45am and Temple Meads 11am. Returning to 
central Bristol by about 7pm.
 Wed 21st June: Explorer trip, east Bristol, depart Cornubia 6.45pm.
 Wed 28th June: Branch meeting, Lansdown, Clifton 8pm.
 Tues 4th July: Explorer trip South Gloucestershire and north Bristol, 
depart Cornubia 6.45pm.
 Thurs 6th July: Bristol Pubs Group meeting, Gryphon 7pm.
 Wed 12th July: Committee meeting, Gryphon 8pm.
 Thurs 20th July: Explorer trip, Severn Vale area, depart Cornubia 
6.45pm.
 Wed 26th July: Branch AGM, Robin Hood, St Michael’s Hill 8pm.
 Tues 1st Aug: Explorer trip, Keynsham area, depart Cornubia 
6.45pm.
 Sat 5th Aug: a BADRAG barbecue and mini festival to be held at the 
New Inn in Mayshill. 
 Wed 9th Aug: Committee meeting, Gryphon 8pm.
 Thurs 10th Aug: Bristol Beer Festival volunteers trip to GBBF, depart 
Cornubia 9.30am, return to central Bristol by 9.30pm.
 Wed 16th Aug: Explorer trip, north Somerset, depart Cornubia 
6.45pm.
 Wed 23th Aug: Branch meeting , the Hare, North Street, Bedminster 
8pm.
 Wed 30th Aug: Explorer trip, mid Mendips, depart Cornubia 6.45pm.

Please check our website (www.camrabristol.org.uk) or sign up to 
our yahoo group for the latest information and more details on any of 
the above events, as sometimes events can change after press date 
– or email Andy Gray at camrasocials@btinternet.com for the latest 
information. Please note that any coach and brewery trips must be 
booked in advance, either by email, or in person at a branch meeting.
If you would like to receive no-obligation details of forthcoming Bristol & 
District branch events, simply go to the branch website (www.camrabristol.
org.uk) then click on ‘Contact Us’. This takes you to the branch contacts 
page, then just click where it says ‘Click here to join our email news list’. It’s 
as easy as that. Andy Gray (Social Secretary) 

Bath & Borders branch
 Thursday 8th June, 8:30pm: a social at the Fleur de Lys in Norton St 
Philip.
 Tuesday 13th June, 8:30pm: a social at the Three Daggers in 
Edington, near Westbury.
 Thursday 22nd June, 8:30pm: a social at the Royal Oak, Widcombe, 
Bath (note, not Twerton). Meet the new multi-award-winning landlord.
 Tuesday 27th June: a social at the newly refurbished Cross Guns at 
Avoncliff.

See www.bathandborderscamra.org.uk/events for further dates.
Branch socials contact: Denis Rahilly on 01225 791399 or 
07711 004501, or email denis.rahilly@talktalk.net or 
socials@bathandborderscamra.org.uk.
Contact for all non-social matters: James Honey on 01373 822794

Bristol & District CAMRA
Web:  www.camrabristol.org.uk
Twitter:  @CAMRABristol
Facebook:  Camra-Bristol-District

Bath & Borders CAMRA
Web:  www.bathandborderscamra.org.uk
Twitter:  @BathCAMRA
Facebook:  Bath-Borders-CAMRA

The Bristol & District and the Bath & Borders branches are now 
both using the CAMRA email system as the main method of 
communicating directly with members. If you are a CAMRA 
member please make sure that you provide CAMRA with your 
current email address. 
Go to www.camra.org.uk and log in with your CAMRA 
membership number and check that your contact details 
(including your email address) are up to date and that your 
preferences are set to ‘Allow Email’. 
Thank you.

Keeping in touch with members

A number of pubs have volunteered to offer discounts on the price 
of real ale or traditional cider (or occasionally other things) to card-
carrying members. These include:
 Air Balloon, Gloucester Road North, Filton, Bristol
 Albion, Bristol Road, Portishead
 Anchor, Gloucester Road, Bishopston, Bristol
 Anchor Inn, Gloucester Road, Lower Morton, Thornbury
 Annexe Inn, Seymour Road, Bishopston, Bristol
 Bank Tavern, John Street, Bristol
 Bay Horse, Lewins Mead, Broadmead, Bristol
 Bear Inn, Walliscote Road, Weston-super-Mare
 Beaufort Arms, North Road, Stoke Gifford
 Beehive, Wellington Hill West, Henleaze, Bristol
 Bell, Badminton Road, Old Sodbury
 Black Castle, St Philips Causeway, Brislington, Bristol
 Bonaparte’s, Temple Meads Railway Station, Bristol (station bar)
 Brewhouse & Kitchen, Cotham Hill, Bristol
 Brit Bar, High Street, Weston-super-Mare
 Channings, Pembroke Road, Clifton, Bristol
 Cider Press, Gloucester Road, Bristol
 Christmas Steps, bottom of Christmas Steps, Bristol (city centre)
 Chums, Chandos Road, Redland, Bristol
 Cornubia, Temple Street, Bristol
 Cotham Porter Stores, Cotham Road South, Kingsdown, Bristol
 Crofters Rights, Stokes Croft, Bristol
 Cross Hands, Staple Hill Road, Fishponds, Bristol
 Drapers Arms, Gloucester Road, Horfield, Bristol
 Drawbridge, St Augustines Parade, Bristol (next to Hippodrome)
 Duke of Oxford, Oxford Street, Weston-super-Mare
 Eastfield Inn, Henleaze Road, Henleaze, Bristol
 Famous Royal Navy Volunteer, King Street, Bristol
 George Hotel, Broad Street, Chipping Sodbury
 Globe Inn, Church Road, Frampton Cotterell
 Gloucester Old Spot, Kellaway Avenue, Horfield, Bristol
 Golden Guinea, Guinea Street, Redcliffe, Bristol
 Griffin, London Road, Bridgeyate, Bristol
 Gryphon, Colston Street, Bristol (just up from Colston Hall)
 Hare, North Street, Bedminster, Bristol
 Hollybush, Bath Road, Bridgeyate
 Hope & Anchor, Jacobs Wells Road, Clifton, Bristol
 Horseshoe, Downend Road, Downend, Bristol
 Horseshoe, High Street, Chipping Sodbury

CAMRA pub discounts
 Imperial, South Parade, Weston-super-Mare
 Just Ales, Market Street, Wells
 Lamplighters, Station Road, Shirehampton
 Lime Kiln, St George’s Road, Bristol (behind City Hall)
 Mill House, Emerson Way, Emersons Green, Bristol
 Nettle & Rye, Kings Road, Clifton Village, Bristol
 New Inn, Badminton Road, Mayshill
 Old Globe, East Street, Bedminster, Bristol
 Old Stillage, Church Road, Redfield, Bristol
 Orchard Inn, Hanover Place, Bristol
 Organ Inn, High Street, Warminster
 Penny, Whiteladies Road, Bristol (by Clifton Down shopping centre)
 Phoenix, Champion Square, Bristol (opposite Cabot Circus)
 Poacher, High Street, Portishead
 Prince of Wales, Gloucester Road (near the Arches), Bristol
 Red Admiral, Alexandra Parade, Weston-super-Mare
 Rising Sun, Claremont Terrace, Camden, Bath
 Robert Fitzharding, Cannon Street, Bedminster, Bristol
 Robin Hood, St Michael’s Hill, Kingsdown, Bristol
 Rose & Crown, High Street, Wick
 Royal Oak, High Street, Nailsea, Bristol
 Royal Oak, Lower Bristol Road, Twerton, Bath
 Sandringham, Quaker’s Road, Bromley Heath
 Seven Stars, Thomas Lane, Redcliffe, Bristol
 Shakespeare Tavern, Prince Street, Bristol
 Ship Inn, Lower Park Row, Bristol
 Ship Inn, Thornbury Road, Alveston
 Smoke and Mirrors, Denmark Street, Bristol (near Hippodrome)
 Star, Bristol Road, Congresbury
 Steam Crane, North Street, Bedminster, Bristol
 Surrey Vaults, Surrey Street, St Paul’s, Bristol
 Swan, High Street, Thornbury
 Talbot Inn, Bath Road, Keynsham
 Three Brooks, Bradley Stoke District Centre, Bradley Stoke
 Three Tuns, St George’s Road, Hotwells, Bristol
 Victoria, Southleigh Road, Clifton, Bristol
 Volunteer Tavern, New Street, St Judes, Bristol (near Cabot Circus)
 Wheatsheaf, Chapel Street, Thornbury
 White Harte, Park Row, Bristol
 White Lion, Quay Head, Colston Avenue, Bristol (city centre)
 White Lion, Passage Road, Westbury-on-Trym, Bristol

The details of the discounts vary from pub to pub and possibly from time to 
time. The discount is at the discretion of the pub and can be as little or as 
large as the pub feels suits their business, or may be withdrawn at any time 
without notice.
Please let us know of any additions or deletions via whatpub.com
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Diaries and Contacts

Solution to the crossword on page 45

Across: 1. Moor Beer, 5. Dublin, 9. Over-ripe, 10. Arbour, 12. Hobson’s 
choice, 15. Usage, 16 & 14 dn. Dandelion and burdock, 17. Enhancing, 19. 
Crumb, 20. Over-rated Beer, 22. Rebate, 23. Waterloo, 25. Martyr, 26. 
Penstock.  Down: 1. Moorhouses, 2. Ode, 3. Barcode, 4. Exposed liars, 6. 
Ukraine, 7. Loose figure, 8. Nero, 11. The nightmare, 13. Beachcomber, 
14. See 16 ac., 18. No entry, 19. Codgers, 21. Dram, 24. Leo.
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Join the campaign today at
www.camra.org.uk/joinup

Join us, and together we can protect the traditions of great  
British pubs and everything that goes with them.

Become part of the CAMRA community today – enjoy discounted 
entry to beer festivals and exclusive member offers. Learn about 
brewing and beer and join like-minded people supporting our 
campaigns to save pubs, clubs, your pint and more. 

*Price for paying by Direct Debit and correct at April 2017. Concessionary rates available. Please visit camra.org.uk/membership-rates

Join up, join in,  
join the campaign

Discover  
why we joined.
camra.org.uk/

members

From  
as little as 

£25*

a year. That’s less 
than a pint a  

month!
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